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972 Larry A. Harris and E- iarcia Kimmel compiled For the Reading

Teacher: An Annotated Index to 'plan ntaryEnglish," 1924-19-70 Th. eir- work

represented the cooperative effort of a large number of people and the ERIC

Clearinghouses, on Reading d the Teaching of English.

The present index is intended to serve as a companion volume to the earlier

index. :For reachersofReabstractsia e
19?0 -1976 presents abstracts of 445 descriptive and research reports

that should be value to professionalsicon-erned with reading instruction.

Since Elementary Ensiish became Language Arts in Septemberi 1975, articles

published before September, 1975, appeared in Elementary Englilh. krticles

published on or after September,, 1975, appeared in Language Arts.

Completing the index vat a task o no small magnitude. Nancy,Galen was

esp oi lly talented in the many areas in which She provided assistance. The

following advanced g aduate students at Northern Illinois University provided

help lip writing, editing, and/or classifying the entries that appear in this

index: Paul R. Baker, Anita Braun, Judy Cassani, Sharon Gartoli Carol Petersen,

Arlene Romaneck Paula Schoenfelder and Patricia.fSkriba.

Although I assume ultimate responsibility for the final product,-all those

vhlo assisted as the project moved from an idea to completion deserve special

thanks a ctrecognitien. I have always possessed a deep respect and admiration

for my students, these abstracts offer concrete evidence that they deserve that

,.tespedt and admiration.

Jerry L. Johns, Compiler



Haw to Use This Index

The Table of Contents provides. the departure for lbcating

abstracts that are of inter_ pTnfessionals in reading. Because the

ine 's intended to serve techers, teSearchers, and students of reading,

several aids are intlueled,

Since the articles are gro zper by c`ate art all pr slonals can easily

locate those items of potential interest. Cross re erencing makes it

possible to find related articles easily. Researchers can locate, rticles

that are primarily research and summaries or critiques of research, since

they are marked,with a (*) after the number cif the article. Articles

that include bibliographies of children's books are indicated with a (B)

following the abstracts,

In addition to theabstracted a ticles appearing in this index, there are

two regular features of ELe11/Lanw which nay be of

interest to reading professionals. ElelmntariEmagmIlmaALLI has

published a number of reviews of -the research in the elementary language

arts. These research reviews tten by William D. Sheldon-and others,

were under the sponsorship of the COT0P.ittee on Research of the liational

Council of Teachers English. Interested professionals are directed

the following iss-ues. April, 1971; February, 1973; May, _973;

Novetber/December, 1973; NoVe- cember, 1974; January, 1976; and

November/December 1976.

Another regillar feature potential=interest is the "Inst _ctional

-Materials column, which fir appeared in Volume 50(1973). These

articles, tt6ii by SulielcAlpine StephanieC. Sullivan', and" /or L. Jean

York, provide annotations of recently published. instruction al materials-
-

intendedfor use 1th, elerhentary level language arts reading classes.



The organization and presentation of the abstracts Should male the index

highly usable to a diverse group of professionals who seek td improve

reading instruction, whether by pursuing better classroo0 practice, writing

.articles or research papers, or conducting needed research.



SECTION I: THE READING PROCESS

General

1. BETTS, Emmett Albert.
1974), 829 -831.

Offeisi twenty linguistic guideline:

Theory and Overview

"Reading: linguistic Guide Linea." 51(Sept.

1

reading instruction.

2. DOWNING, John. "The Reading Instrucfton Register. '53(Oct. 1976),

762-766, 780.
.

Suggests that all children pass through a period of cognitive confusion in
learning to read and that the special language used talk about reading,
the reading instruction register, requires the rediscovery of the
linguistic concepts which led to the invention' cal alphabetic writing.
Surveys research pertinent to these concepts. Concludes_Ahat the language-
experience approach can help children become aware of the linguistic units
they; use in speaking and listening.

GU7NECHT,.8ruce- 71.. "How Do You Teach Reading?" 50 (Jan. 1973), 77-80,-

Describes several4) actices used in reading And language arts instruction
WhiCh are not based on a sound theory of the readdng process.

4. HARDIN, William J.; and Shands, Frances. "Learning to Read: A
Conceptual Model." 50(Sept. 1973), 881-883. ,

Presents a conceptual model of the relationships among, code breaking,
comprehension, and verbal language within the process of learning to read.
,The model consists of nine stages: experiential background, verbal

flanguage, visual-symbolic discrimination, transference, word
'identification, integration, comprehension, reaction, and evaluation.

IMILLER,JoknUT.i"LinguisticsandComprehension. 51(Sept. 1974),

853-854,,857. .

Contends that Critical reading can be taught through the application of
some grammatical restrictions,

PIKULSKI,'John J. "Linguistics Applied to Reading Instruction."
53 (Apr: 1976), 373-377, 384.

Explores some"of the = commonly agreed-uponl linguistic generalizations that
have implications for classroom readineinstruction. Reviews linguistic
concepts,related to word recognition, oral reading, comprehension,
evaluation of reading, and dialect.

SEYMOUR, Dorothy Z. "Linguists on English Usage and Reading." 47(Mar.

1970), 388-391.
Suggests that some linguistic theories\are not applicable to the class-
room/situation. ,Recommendathat what linguists theorize about language
should continue to be Subjected to close scrutiny by classroom teachers.
Two issues where inconsistencies are evident include dictionary content
and methods of reading instruction.

1



VEATCH, Jeannette. "Key ,Words and Piagetian Concepts: A Suggestion.

49(Oct-. 1972), 823-825.
If Piaget's theory that,childreri h-,ove through seori-motor and
pre-operational stages to the concrete operational stage of thorough
understanding is correct, then a si4lar kind of development must take
place as childeen lear0 to read.and wte. Current procedures for developing(Oe
skills of lit4aCy may be non-developmental because a majority of programs'
of beginning reading instruction use language other than the children's
own.

9. WILKINSON, Andrew. "Oracy and Reading." 51(Npv./Dec. 1974),
1102-1109. - . 1\__

Discysses the/importance of oral language irl, dexioping liter a)ey. Gives

example6patterns of,orgattiz4Tion and constraint iii --children's langudge.
Stresses9the need for childrentdread books that interest 'them, that use
'words-children understand, and thiit-contain wellfermed-TSentences.

See Also: 50, 51.

Lan e -Based Ps cholin uis The

10.., COHN, Marvin. "The R ader's Rudder." 49 (Mar; 369-371.-

"Reader's rudder" is a phrase coined by Cohn tc gescribe an inteiria
attribute within a child which determine§ whetheror notrereading!
will be att.empted. This "rudder" consists of two criteria: (1)

criteria of content--decisions about whether the author's overall, purpose
and meaning are being understood; and (2) criteria of form--expetations
about the internal characteristics of what is being read. A gopii reader

learns to apply these criteria and thug will reread to clarify the meaning
of a pass Age. But there are many pupils Whose comprehension ablity.god
narrow interests suggest that they do not use these criteria'. ponoludes.

that reading ability would improve if teachers consciously promoted
sensitivity to the criteria of content and'form.-

11. DAVIS, David C. "Code Systems Found' in Reading Materials:

Taxonomy." 49(Jan. 1972), 27-32.
Identifies code systems used in communication, in reading instructional
texts, and in supplementary material. Classifies these code 67stems into:

(1) graphic codes, L(2) idea codes, (3) word codes, (4) alphabetical codes,
and (5) electronetic codes.

a

12. DNS, Robert. "Oral Language and Learning to'Read." 50(Sept. 1973),

929-934. 1

, I

Outlines four principles based on the knowledge of ways in
which oral language is mastered-by-childrea.___ Contends _ that these =- _

principles should be used in guiding reading instruction. 1

13. PILLION, Bryant; Smith, Frank; and Swain, Merrill. "Language asios'

for Language Teachers: Towards A Set of Universal Considerations.

53(Oct. 1976), 740-745, 757.
set:Supports the position that there are a set or universal principles that

should guide all teachers involved with language learning. Twenty -such

principles are presented and described. The statements are organized

according to three sub-headings: the nature of ge

learning, and language in school. jai



14. FOX, Sharon E. "Freeing Language in the Clas_ oom ' 53(Sept. 1976)

612-616.
Argues that the insights into language acquired through resda ching and

developing-psyCholinguistic theories should serve as a'basis to explore,

ways in which teachers can encourage, enhance, and eXpand the acquisition

of language skills. Suggests providing rich language data by readlIntaloud

to 'children and providing opportuni ies for practice through sharing books,

role Olaying, puppet , and dramati s.

15. GOODMAN, Kenneth S. 'Orthography Theory a

49- (Dee. 1972), 1254-1261.,
Examines orthography,in relation to a mber of' aspects about reading and

considers two questions: (1) howAs or hography'usedin reading? and (2)

what other kinds of decisions 'must constantly be played against those

involving orthography? Emphasizes the fact that meaning must hot be-

separated from the written coda.,--beegUge the code has no existence or use

apart from meaning.

16. GOODMAN-, Kenneth S. 7EffeCtive Techers of Reading Know Language and

Children." 51(Sdpt. 4974), 823-I-828

Regards learning to read as ayroceSa based on a child's orelaanguage.

resources. Question:- programs that'divide reading into 4 number of

sequential skills.

17. -COVE, Mary K. -"Fsycholiiguisfice and the Reading Teacher." 53(Mar.

1976), 326 -328.
Comments that most psychliaguiStic.theories focus on the'skilled reader

and that few modelsatteMpt -to; explain how children learn to read.

.Contends that psycholingUisti models can easily:be adapted to give

teachers insights into ways of making beginning reading instruction, more

aptiropriate for students

Reading Inst
T.

18. GUNDER8ON, 'Doris's!. D_velopments in- the Teaching of Reading."

5p (Jali 1973)_, 17-21, 148.

'--Suggests that many 'so-:cailed,new developments ire the teaching of reading

are old:methods cprried out in a different way..'Contends that the current
emphasis on language and its relationship to reading is- a significant

development.

HODGES, Richard E. iliTheor1 etical Frameworks of English Orthography."

49 (Nov. 1972) 10891 1097, 1105.
Maintains that theories of English orthography are related to general

theofies:about language. Understanding the linguistic bases of different
theoretical' constructs of Our writing systet is important for

Contemporary=research of and assertions about orthography.

20. HOSKISSON, Kenneth. "The Many Facets of Assisted Rea_ing. 52(Mar.

i;1975)=, 3127'315. 1
Contends that4ading nvplI :Ves the discovery of significant differences-in

visual configurations. Thig knowledge can not be taught, but must be

acqUired through trial and error experiences similar to the way in which

children ,learn/ to talk. leachers cpn assist children ,by providing

information, feedback, and encouragement. Recommends "assLsted reading"

teChniques for-teachers and parents:.



KI CaPole Masley. "NOTE/ERIC Report: Language Acguisition -arid

Development: Some Implizations for the Classroom." 48(Mar. 1971),

406-412.
Contends that new understandings of laaguage development and acquisition
will necessitate changes in attitudes toward children and thewaysin,which

all aspects of language ught. Abstracts ERIC documents related-to

the following areas of lenage acquisition and development: research on

language development, implications for understanding the reading process,
and implications for selecting text material.

22. MAIMSTROM, Jeam4 PsycholinguistIcs and Reading." 52(Mar. 1975),

316-319. t

Suggests that an intrinsic goal of reading is the acquisition of. meaning.

Contends that k wledge of psycholinguigtics, the'combination of psychology

and linguisticstesstritially tranformational-generative gramMar)-, is

essential for understanding fluent readifig.

MOIR, Hughes. "Linguistic Factors Related to Style'and Meaning in Written

Lan uage." 47(Feb. 1970), 215-222.

udies ie growing evidence that there is a significant relationship

betwe o 01 language patterns that children bring to the reading

experNnce and the language found in reading material. Recommends a closer,

examination of this relationship in terms of more effective reading

instruction, instructional materials, and individual reading achievement.

PEARSON, P. David. "A Psycholinguistir Modell of Reading." 53(Mar. 1976),

309-314.
Contends that the language-based models of the reading pro,gess are useful.-

for understanding how children learn to read and can be practical for the

classroom. teacher. Suggests fouways in which understanding
linguistic so4els can benefit classroom teacherN (1) to categorize

languages instructional activities; (2) tonevaluate instructional

activities; (3) to analyze reading diAbility cases; and (4) to study

errors made in oral reading._

25. RUPLEY, William H "ERIC/RCS Report: Language Development and Beginning

Reading Instruction.' 52(Mar. 1975), 4037403.
Discusses the importance of the child's language development In determining

beginning reading instruction. Suggests that forcing children to road the

"language of the-school" can be a direct attack on the child's language and\

thinking abilities end- that this can, have overwhelmingly negative effects

on the child.

26. SHAPIRO, Lewis; Anastasiow, Nicholas; and Hoban, Dennis. "The Mature leader

as an 'Educated Guesser.'" 49(Mar. 1972),__418-421.

scribes a study designed to test the hypothesis that mature reading is a

process of Selectively sampling semantiC and syntactic cues and arriving at

a reasonable reading based on the inforriatton provided ,by those cues. The

data generated by the experiment indicates that syntax as well as semantics

is an external guide to successful reod.irg.

27. SHUMANg R. Baird. "Are figient Reatierp Born or Created

22 -26, 48.
Contends-that deficient readers can be created when nrima teachers view

reading as the unlocking of wordsrather

50 (Jan.. 103)
g .

Kan the Unlocking'of meaning.,



28.* STOODT, Barbara D. "The Relationship Between Understanding Granmat

-Conjunctions and Reading Comprehension." 49 (Apr. 1972), 502-50

Explains a study in which the following hypotheses were accepted:

there is a significant correlation between a subject's ability to id

the relationships that conjunctions signal anti his/her reAding

comprehension; (2) there is a significant difference ia the difficul

various conjunctions; and (3) there is a significant relationship be

understanding conjunctions and demographic variables of sax, soeioec

level, and intelligence.

29. TOVEY, Duane R. "The Psycholinguistic Cuessing Game." 53(Nar, 197(

319-322.
Maintains that psycholinguists have generated many theories of Lang',

learning, but the theories have not influenced the vay'qn which most

children are taught to read. Encourages reading teachers to utilize

definition of reading which implies a comprehensive decoding stratep

Discusses ways in which the implementation of this definition can he

children learn to read by using their linguistic abilities.

30.* VOGEL, Susan A.; and McCrady, Harold J. "Recognition of Melody Fat

Good and Poor Readers." 52(Mar. 1975), 414-418.

Reports a research study to deteLwine the degree to which awareness

internalization of intonation paC:erns are an integral part of

psyholinguistic competence.

See Also: 390.

Principles of Instruction

31. DENBY, Robert V. "NCTE/ERIC Report: A Reference Shelf on CmrrtcuLt

for the Language Arts K-8." 47(Nar. 1970), 440-449.

Abstracts ERIC documents which relate to the following aspects of tf

language arts curriculum: theories, suggestions for eUucationaI

objectives, assessment of trends, and descriptions of guides.

32. GUNDERSON, Bernice V. "Reading: To Darej- to Do. 53(Apr. 1976),

Argues that reading teachers are being controlled by materials. DeE

factors "which emerge repeatedly as central to'becoming successful i

helping children learnto read": language-communication, interest-n

tion, success - self - concept, teacher expectation, materials, grade ar

walls, and the reading package. Concludes that averap,a children car

the "basics" by January in grade one. _From that point on, more empl

should be placed on the joy of reading.

33. MACK, Ed. "On the Couch." 49 (Feb. 1972), -202-204. ,

Contends that the teaching of reading has been dominated by statisti

curriculum development.

NASH, Pat N. "Read Much, But Not Too Many Books:" '51 (May 1974),

730.
Criticizes school reading programs its

immediately and assume that if a` child does not

not learn. Recommendations are presented for so

reading - dominated curricula.

child reading
to read-he/s4c

problems c



i'URVES, Alan C.
463-466'.

"Research in tie Teachin Literat. Apr. 1975) ,

Reports the findings of two rese3arch projects concerning redponse
literature. Stresses that teAch.ers %hold spend more time lookin
listening to their students as theY read and talk about what they
have' read.

RA S, Thomas A- "33rill Me, Skill Me
-1973)51-453.

Contends that enrichment, -specifically fun
0 reaching children to read.

t
at and

but Please Let Me Read,' " " 50 (Mar.

eading --should be a part ,

7 . SCITIMERT,- Delwyn G. "An Ounce of Prevention. 50 (Sept.' 1973) , 948-95t.
Outlines some positive suggestioxis for parents and teachers about how
reading difficulties can he prevent d rather.; than cured' a ter they develop .

See Also: 6, 155

General earch-

fi

Elementa Arts publishes annual reviews of research the

elementary 'language arts. These research reviews, 'written by William

,Sb:eldon and= others, were under the spons_orship of, the Committee -an Research of

the National Council of Teachers of English.

direc ted to the followi ng issuese April

nterested professionals a

1971; , February, 1973; May 1973;

_November/Dece he 1973 November/December, 1974; January 1976; and Neovember/

' December,

38 .* AGIN, Avis
370-375.

Reviews current r se

.

An Overvie of Becen Researc In.Reading." 52(Mar. 1975

ch studies concerning various areas of reading.

39.* PORTER Jane. "Research Report .. "" 49(Nov. 1972), 1028-1037.
Reviews the 1959-1972 re earn that deals with teaching literature to-children. The studies are grouped n the f-b 'loving way- children's
interests and taste - in litez-ature; content analysis in children's
literature; the eff -e=t of-zliterature on- children!s reading, composition,
and language abili ies; childrengs responses to literature; teacher
prelaration and pactices in teaching literature; and the effect of- a
p1anne44 prograiv on studerrtability to read critically or to appreciate
'literature. .,

..

PORTER, Jane.- "Research Report .."" 50(San. 1973), 107 -110.
Fre-vides abstracts for the following research studies: (1), National
Ass es stnent Reading; (2) Teaching interpretive SkillS in Elementary School
(WOO'cl) ; and (3) Sex Bias in Teacher Assehsment oif Reading Achievement-Of

_Elenentat7 School Pupils' (Schell).



41.* -PORTER, Jane.. "Re Report " y 1973) , 745-750,
Abstracts the ,following research 'studies: (1) IS the Literature
Different in Hrban,--*Iburban, Classrobras iiinSushOut
(Roush) ,; (2) A :Studi of Seleeted 5nclal `Valued as .Refl.ec-veii it `'Cont einporo-r;st
Realistic Fiction for Children (Camichael); end (3):Vib1enee in Re.ill_stc
Fiction for Children: A-,Content' Analysis -,,_(Blett).:

PORTER, Jane. "Res epr it .." 50( . 1973), 935-941.
Provides abstracts fo the to/loving research studies: ,,(1)" The Usefulness
of Linguistically-Base&-11,1ord Generalizations (Ernons and 'earns) ;, (2) Vtsual,
:Memory Training and Its- :Effects on 'Visual Discriuninotton -Skill and 'Total
Reading Ability(Whisler); and (3)' Using Cloze to Select= Apprvpriat LeVel
Instructional Materials (Pennock).

1\

43.* PORTER; E. Jane. "Research Report ." 51(Oct 1974)1003-101=3.
ncludes reviews of several studies pertaining to tie ieeding -interests

children: .(1) A Reading Prefererice Test: Rationale, Pcvelcprrzent, and
Implementation (Brown. and 1Crockover); (2) A Coraperison._ Betveen. tl-ae Cor!Lent
of Preferred;Sc1ioo3 Library Book .-lelections Made ay 'ruler-GALT and Suburb.in.
First Grade Students '(Ziniet and Camp); (?) Interet -Patterns and Media
Preferences of ]Middle- Grade Children (Feeley); Antlors Popular .rung
Fifth 'Graders (Lamme) ; (5) The Relationship of Selcte41 Factors to
Recreational Reading of Sixth Crade-rs (Sauls);'(6)r.ta.Pdcture Inventory-
Measure Children's Reading Interests (MeTarleigh EN/1nd, -and McDaniel) ;
(7) Children's Pietear-e Preference CSteUiE `,-

44.* = PORTER, E. Jane. "l ese rc I eport 52(Oct. ,1975),,,
Abstracts the following resew ch studies: '(1) Appli.ed Limguistie. s:
Discovery Approach to the',Teaching of Writing, Grades 1012 (Ez.or and L.

, (2) Improving-the Quality of ITriteri Comps ition Throush Pupil Use of
Rating Scale (Sager) ; (3) /teas urging C131.1dren's_,Story Writing -L2 C.:al:tilt
and (4) The Influence of Teachers, leers Tome EavirOmment tf-,e
Reading Interests of Children T f_bb et vs) -.

45.* -PORTER, Jane. "Research Re 53(Mar. -19-76) 135 1.
Offers synopses of fol --g reSeararstudies: (1) l_The' Resp
Middle'SchbOl Students to ectLve and Cognitive,Approaches to Teach invf
Literati e: ,Expe-rimeritai S tudy'- (Karre); Childtke s Literature a
Oral,Diskuasion in Developing Cral,; Ianguage of Ktndergarten; Fj.rs t, aauJ

Second Grade Children (risher)_; (3) Associative' Verbal Encosiing:, A Meas-t.,sre

f T..7anguage Performance an Its Plelattonshin to Reading A-chleveruemt
Mickelson) ; (4) Oral olanguage , Reading, and Approaeb 1301.ov-tor ,(Pearn) -; 'and

(5) Research Review- and =Suggested Dire ctions: Teachins LIsteridog, Skills to
children the Elementary Sch.nol, 1966 - 971 aunds .

46* GER, Han "Res=earch ha< Should Have Made a Differenci." 4 7(.1an L970

teseorcliwIdelt have mode a d e
a reviev.T of o they tudesiiC:-411
mplementatioit.

Lists ten "beat studies in readVng
in reading instruction, followed -hy

aunsuccessfulin fostezing .c1 ssro-orn
al



Ni Bant Reoea rcb Ln Reading: trends arid Imp lip
48 (Mar. 19 J1) , 320-327.

Summarizes the tre-nds rea 1itig- research f-Toru'1 E350-1SP70 1i cu s

-present trends -reeding and uture trap Jication :1 these trends. Tren
FcLtedatez (1) percep tion studies ; C2)' the itterest whjch people in ot
disciplJnes are taling in reading; (3) research witli young -childrerl..;,<4)
teaching the .disad:vanta.ged to read in kindeage__rten anci firs t grade; (5)
conpratiye studies of leading methods ; and (6.) teaching reading arough,
techriological means.

* Bantom:' "Reading S tom

1973) , 259-263, 26.9.
OtstlinAs some read-inguresenrch ions' viihich
classroom, instruction cencerring word boundaries
reading ,;',,critical -reeding, -questioning by teac-be
'Cooperative Research P'regrarn.

Notables Finddngs

weld be u eEul
letter names-, pr

art d th'e U. S. 0.E

Cara assent of- Reedier :

rdordlition

49.

G

ASM, George E,'; -and tloode Car ol, ,Crade art ce

. on a Visual Memory for Vords Toole." 56(Sept;" 1973) 65- 870.
Describes an investigation. designed to deteinaine what type of °hoer-National
be'-ha ions ?or vieua memory, s tudert to in two typ-ical first' grade classes used

,in, early identification of printed words. Con. elLideS Chat gene ralizations
are often made, based on the first letter of a word. .tliat a itentioa
,sh (mad be drawn:: to the ord.ering. o f let ters other than the;.f.irs t whenever a
nay word has the same firs t 1erter as one a3ready- tauglit.

50, , SAYUELS Jay. f'Autornat ic D

53 <mar. 1976) , 323-32_5.
Conte n4e that seiidents rims t be automatic dee an order
fLuekfy with good comprehenion. tr- lecodn i automatic
attend to proce6sing Su2gests rep'eti-tionvand. prat-rice-as
tee = to change stude-nts from'acnirate decodere automa. tic deaoders.

co iirig': and ReaddngComp-xehension.

to rea
e reader can

Als
ft

Vrank. "The,Etole of ,Prediction irr Reading." 52 (Mar. 19 75) 305-3
DeScr-ibes the importance, of prediction for word and phrase recogrxitiort.
The rturnber of meanings, inconsistent speLlirig Bat terns, Limited guava: ty

information that brain call proceos, ,and the capacit7, for
short-terra memory of unrelated farcts are all real one for teech.ng or
fostering prediction while reading, The furadarmatal rule iu "the_ greater
the mumber alternatixies , the more time i requ_ired for d6Cis1on-rnalein
Suggestions are provided for 'classroom use.

Sec Also: 131.



rphQlEiorrle Cues

cROFF% Tat-riek. '11Ffteen Flaws of 17honics." 50(Jan. 1973), 35-40.
Contends that current phonics material fails to organize the relevant data

f _ phonics: into their meaningful relationships. Presents a discussion of
fifteen critical flaps in current phonics Material.

liARDYT,.-Iladeline; Stem:tett,' 11.,,G.; and Smythe, P. C. 9Worcl:Attack:
'Hoi..r do they tfilgure them out' ?,",' 50pan. ,1973) , 99-102. .

1Jegeribes the word atta c4c. processes used by ''first and second graders
to decode nonsenS' e viords

SOk, pale D. "Ouggested Sequences''for Presenting Four Categories of
Le tter-SOund Correspondences.". 50 (Sept 1973), 888-896.

-scuts the 'sequences used, tO' teach"four categories of, letter-sound
resp onclences; zsIng le vowels , , cone orients, vowel cluSters , and

.consonant clusters. 'Sequence is based on the contention that frequency_ of

occurre=nce and consistency of pronunciation are the most relevant, criteria
upon which.,,to base ohcynics instructional sequences.

DEIAl1C11,,aonalcl, "A_ Linguist Looks at Phonics," 48(Ten.. 1971), '61-66.
f -cuss es several. weakmegses of a phonics approach to reading.' Suggests

t some hasie'Llneutstic insights can make the teaching of phonics more
scienti fi

1,1Y1,I, Richard E_; and Burrell, Donald D: "Teaching Vowels Through Phone-
grams. " 47(Oct : 9 70), 78,,,7-791. ,

Discusses the labeljng of vowels as'-unreliable d undependable in written
.

Engli.sh; questions tow children have learned to read and ,spell despite the
unreliability of,',.yove/s.- Suggests that teaching vowels within phonograms
prcivides rnore Stability of vowel sounds and thus, maY be a solution to;,vol:/el.:
unreliability.

lso: -,L32 134-.

Comprehen9iom

Ceneral

EL1ZOD JerOrn. "Getting the 1316bilhound,off the Scen
. .

69-70, 76

that reading.,comprehernsion exercises' of ten. test the ability
detect; match anti transfer symbols; (2) -,use _viSuar discrimination; and (3)

mianipul,..ate verbal, objects nonverbally.., Suggests that good.conprehension

tioms should teat pupils' unders tending, yet prevent, them from figurin

t the ar st ero by corrre other nonreading way, `

(1

50(Jan. 1973

OFIIVA.11, Zee, 49(Feb 1972) , 8-212.

Cites a study which proposed that there exists allierarchly of types of',

reading comprellea,sionliteral And inferential. Both hypotheses were

supported by ,the iwe&tigation: (1) inferential comprehension includes an
lenient of comprehens'ion absent from literal comprehension; and (2) a

particirlar level() of literal comprehension does not necessarily` result in
coirresp oncling level of inferential comprehension.

a



-59.* GROFF:Fatrick = CEd.)' Research Critiques." 48(9ot. 1971), 675-6 B1.

Critiques Bormuth's Study entitled "Developmentr:of Readabillty-Analyses"
Bormuth's basic objective Wts to _ obtai=n correlational and logical

evidence upon which to base a theory of the probasse's involved

in the comMrehension of reading materials. The major concerns of the

critique are the use of ..doze procedure as a criterion, the question of

doss validation of, readability formulas, and the usefulness of different

language variables in making changes in writing.

HORN, Vivian. IT)ne 'Way to ,Read a Paragraph-." 50(Sept. 1973), 871-
,

Presents a diagramming device to show students the relationships ant

connections 'between sentences in a paragraph.

-61. RUUS, Helen. 'Critical Aspect :" of Comprehensiop." 48(May 1971), 489494-

Defines three level of- comprehension: (1)'literal, (2) interpretation,__
and,(3) aSsimilation,,,- Define- 'ticaL-ead-Inves-the-ability-10.7ju-dge
an. evaluate the worth, validity, and quality, of the matei-ial,read.
Offets suggestions for the materiala.and methods to be used tn teaching

atudentato become critical readers.
,

LEVINE, ;Isidore. "The Fallacy of Reading Cmprehension Skills ,47

'6 (Niay.1970), 672-677.
-

Examines the differences between word recognition' and reading
,

.00mprehension_ skills. Contends that 'word recognition 'tan be taught, but

comprehension carAneitherhe graded nor transMitted because it does mot,'
-0)

exist as a separate,intellectual ability. Recommends the use of "quantity"

_eading-as:a technique'to acquire mastery of writtenlanguage

VAUGHAN, So!isph L.; Estes, Thomas 14.;-and Curtis, Sherry L "Devel

Conceptual Awareness -" 52(NoyaDec. 1975),;1141-1144, 1153..-

Argues-that too Many students are unable to generate accurateconcept ,

awareness from what they have'vxead. Suggests the-,use of concept guides

.assist Students vith conCept develOpmewt. ProvideS s veral,exaMrciles of

concept guides for,uSe in English classeS:

64. Viz LICIT, Caro "The Development of. Listening Onmp ehension:through
53(govdDdh. 1976).,.. 889-891.

Suggests-that teachers should progress beyond the surface-leVel when
challenging children's comprehensiOn'vla listening, Fresents a chart'

enumerating types of questions, purpeses,'andocamples that are'designeato,

facilitate thisproc ss.'

Se_ Teo: 10,,28, 146, 381.

LIAghnLgyels 'of Comprehension

6 BALASA, Michael k. "Teaching Inference Comprehension." 50(Feb

',275-278:
Concludes that jafereatial comprehension can be taught to child

gra/de leVer. `the teachers' main tasks are to.recognize 4:nferen

to create goodquestions, and to follow up with questions that

children to better inferential comprehension.

1973

ran al any
tie' levels,
lead



D 'ANGELO , Edward " "Critical TT inking in adin 48 (Dec . 1971) 946-950.
-Discusses the similarities and differences, between ;ritical thinking and

reading. Defines the differences between =thie evaluative and the

ctual-evaluative concepts of critical reading. Suggests that educators

uld: (1) clperly state what concept of critical reading they,, are using
' in their studies and research; (2) hist the different critical reading

skills; and (3) mention what materials' and examples they are using. to

impleraert these, skills in'reading.

1

DUQUETTE, Raymond I. "Critical Reading - Be Taught?" 50(Sep,%," 1973

92542Z. '

Outlines 33 critical reading sl is and stresses their importance' for

independent criticarreading. ?resents,four activities to encourage the

deveiopm.ent of critical reading skills= re7creating
Fts, using the newspaper, and using trade books.

GEEE N. Jean. "Visual Literacy arid Reading Instruction: From Books

to 14edia-arld Back to Books." ''' 53(Oct. 1976); 786-790.-

Proposes that there is a difference between ,!'seeing" and " "visualizing, ""
...which involves bringing meaning to an. image arid reacting critiCtally- to it.

:

critically
,Suggests several children's bodies and television rrograms that can be used
to heighten students! visual literacy. (3)

RE, Jean 11. '_Beyond the Literal level." 52(.Apr. 1975), 476:480
Raintain.s that rather than dwell on a literals interpretation of literature,
teachers should encourage children to'restpond thoughtfully.and personally

reading.

70.. USSICK, .Rosemary G, "Campaign Ads and LangUageTArts

795-797.
Suggests that campaign , ads are excellent material for media and language,
analysis. Contends that investigati on of campaign ads Can encourage
students to think critically. PreSents strategies for studying campaign
ads in the classroom.

TURNER, ,Thomas N. 'Figurative Language Deceitful,Mirage
Oasis fo Reading?" 53(Oct.. 1976), 758,761, 775.

Contends that the ability to recognize and understand figurative langu-ag_
is crucial to successul -reading and germane Fo" the entire comprehensiong- ,
process. Suggests that ,..children. have difficulty understanding figurative
language in Literature because it is ,unlike ithe figurative language
encountered in oral communication and because children are often
inexperienced with the abstractions involved.- Presents several discernible
stages in a reader 's',growth in 'ability to deal with; figurative language. '',,
Outlines techniques for raising' children's' , awareness and sensitivity to the
meanings of speech figures in oral communication. - , --,

II

/

72. MAN, Eileen. "Childrenrs_Literature Toriorrow." 49(riar.- 1972),,, T 3877389.
Stresses that teachers neeebetterpreparation to teach oriticar reading '.-Thy

. ii . ghaving theirl.m..in critical experLences with literature These teachers wilt
then find opportunities no help Children grow in their ability.,, to make and
share critical judgments. J /

if

,

a Also; 5, L87, 275.
-_,



Rates o1 Comp ehension

Ham', .Marilyn Buallay.' "The Use of
47(Nov.: 1p70), 986-987.

Describes the many. benefits of usin
reading`. Contrasts this method with
is'ariarduouvprocoss of Pointing,3to
of.these techniques.

the hand as a pacing device iri
the technique of finer ,pointing. which
each word. The author cautions users

74. BELLE RUST, GWea.-"Speed-of-Reading Comprehension: Proceed -w;

Caution But Proceed." ' MC:Sept. 1973), 897-899, 928., "

Proposes that reading speed should be developed at the elementary level.
Presents,.a rocedure b --teachers-ean-prepaxe--andadmirti-ste-r

simple teaCher-made.levaluation instruments that students can use to
estimate reading-speed and comprehension.

ADENEEAD, Kenneth. "Using Language,, in a,Special Way to

53(Oct. 1976),'::772--773,:
Describes -a technique designed to help Students learn
annher while also learning; ,more abcdt languageand-vd

Get Acquainted

e about one
ulary development.

76. CARROLL, John B. "A New Word Frequency "'oak." 49(Nov. 1972), 1070-1074.
Discusses the computer compilation, various featuresr. and major uses of The
American Herita &Word Fre uenc Bo , This _work is, a frequency analysis

of five million words sampledfram textbooks and other materials that. are
rremtly in use in grades three through mine in American schools':
equencies of-words for separate grade and subject matter classifieations

el

rialS ire,also presented.

ARSON,- John" F. "A-14ay with Words." 83(May''1976), 599-600.
Contends that creative writing offers excellent Opportunities for the,
"development'of.voCabulaty. Suggestsan exerciseto foster vocabulary

c

dvelopment through,creative writing.

,DEAN, Loraine. "Increase Vocabulary with the Word Elements norm Through-,
Deca." 47(Jan.1970), 49-55.

Presents ideas,for developing a. child's Interest in words. Explores Greek

and Latin elements lor the numerals "one" through "ten" as usedin the .

English language.'

RUN, Dan. "TeachinguWords Through Sense Impressions. 52(lio (Dec. 1975),

1090-1093..
Contends that students develop vocabulary by getting actively
Involved with words. Provides outlines for two lessons designed'
vocabulary-tbrough the sense of sight and the sense of hearing.



UR `:Alexander "Developing a,

176-184:

_cabulary

Suggests a maltisensory approach to" Llearning in programs for the
disadvantaged. Encourages the development of new experienceS while
cultivating mere precieemeenings for words already iwthe,vocabulary.
Offers% vocabulary of the senses that teachers may find-useful in widening

the vocabulary ofiyounger

KARBAL,',Harold T. "Keying; in 52(Mar. 197
Discusses the'importance.of meaningful and v gOrots voCebula_

encourages precision, in
c,

speaking and writing.

_67.4369.

nirucr

NILS Don L. F. "The Right to Wire Wrong. 53CSept. 1976), 670-672.

Discusses and gives ceamples of purposeful, inventive misspellings.
Categories include mnemonic devices Cala, Duz), acronyms (NORML
orthographic changes ountAin and the homonym between letters and

numbers (grrrrrrrr8

83. PFLAUM, Susanna W. ., "Expansion of Meaning Vocabulary:

Classroom-InstrUction." 50(Jan.,1973),.. 89-93.

Advocates the-use of more Vocabulary instruction in
specific suggestions ti) teach vocabulary.

Strategies for

ool programmes.;' Gives

84'. TOOTHAKER, Roy. "Developing an ActionPacked Vocabulary. ' 51(Sept. 1974)-,

861-863, 897. (.,

..

stsuand classifies_two categories of words relating kinesthetics.:-
.,

muscularaction.words and.mentalaction words.
.

.

85.* WILLIAMS Maurice; Weinstein, Edith; and ;.Blackwood, Ralph "An .Analysis

Of Oral Language Compared With Reading Achievement.", . 47 (Mar. 19/0),--

394-396.. -_,'-

Orallanguage performance was.investigated In an exploratorY study- in Under

to determine.whether a positive reiationShipexists(betweem grado level

reading achievement and oral-language ability. Separate scores 'were provided

boys and girls:. -A significant variation was foup,d for'the'hoyg' scores.

Suggests that present teaching of oril-yocabulary is inadequate. -

Recommends that a morecmnprehensive, carefully dasigned study be

devel9ped.

See Also: 63, 71, .146, 160_ 210,

or



sEcrioN Il = THE READING PROGRAM

Adninistrative Co nsiderations

15

Teacher /Paraprofessional /tutor Roles

85. AXE1RUD, ',Teroine.

19741, 894=895. 0
contends that,paraprofessiohels
certain hasic,equirements.

t the Reading Program.

involved in -the reading program must

87. CRISCUDLO, "Nicholas P "The' Function Of the ,Advisory Board: Reading

11(Nov. 1979), 98Z-983.
Encourages the formation of advisory reading board's which, can: (1) offer,

'; - ri

valuable and objective suggestions for improving :, existing reading progT.ans;

and (2) lend needed support for seeking resources:. to implement changes.
--c...!'

-JENKTNS William A. "Politics and the Teaching of Reading." 50(Sept.'l973r,

854857.
Proposes that politics becomes a part of the, teaching (of reading dhrough

the'activities of those 1.40" attempt to develdp readinWprograms, train

reading teachers; or develop reading materials

Jame!, E. "Thee 'Tasks of Teaaning,Reading." 53CApr .J06), 414-415, 421.-

Contends that theteacher's competence is the most important variable in

.teaching reading.: Describes fourteen teacher,tasks-to,te performed-during

each lesson: understanding preparing the material, ;using

available -resources; planning, introducing the" lesson, focusinvon

_objectives, managing the classrooni,:involVing 'readers actively, Soliciting:

esfonses, accepting responses;' allnyink-forpupil-self-correction-
checking canpreh&nsion, encouraging individual.enrichnerit, and ending the

leS,son.

Marvin L, Reading Program and Classr

dir,Perversion?" 52(kar._:1415),A5155
Contends' thet reading management approaches tend -to

moral, aesthwt.ic,pskdhologicaL, and eultural,dimens

proCese.

Manageme_

overlook the major
ions-of the reading

9 - .McCORHICK, Sandra. "Alternative Roles

361303,'369. '

Suggests alternative poleS,for special
reading"reachers continue to work with
difficuLty,with readingand also. spend

,

classroom teachers. ,

reading Aeachers. :Proposes that

small groups of students hiVing
a portion of their' time working with

92. RUTHERFORD, William L. "The Success l gredient in Reading

48(Feb. 1971)i Z24226_
Contends that the teacher,not the'method'or\Ta erials used, is: the key (7

factor in reading improiement.-Stresses that more risearelieffort'shoulcb,

be directed toward de.terranitgwhat aspects in iteacher's-performance

contribute tomwdmon student achievement in reading,



`SANACORE,
z. .563-

Describes
..ae tutors

Joseph.

the,prepara
in reading.

Reading Program.!! 51 (Apr. 1974),

for persons who to serve

SCHUBERTiDelwyn G. gy Createst Problem in Teaching Reading." 48(Feb. 1971),

230-232.
Discusses the responses to the open-ended statement "My greatest problem in

1!1

teaching' reading is.... If The responses mahemmost often were : (1) finding

enough time to do the job; (2) meeting individual needs; (3) motivating'
\ students,to read, (!4) finding suitable materials; (5) diagnosing reading

i

problemP;
r=
(b) gettin&chIldrento. usglyordattag pkills,;,andC/)_prgvj01

meaningful seat work.

'WILLIAMS, Richard P.. "For the. Classroom: Supervised Practice in Reading.
47(Mar. 1970)11 397-400.

Discusses the chanting role of the teacher from an instructor to a
supervisor of learling. !Four principles underlying supervised practice are

examined: (1) the
I

child does not need to know the rationale of reading in
/order to read with understanding; (2) the teachable moment is when the
child perceives that his/her reading needs are-being met; (3) materials
must be written et tithe appropriate levels of difficulty; and (4) materials
must be available. 1

I

Also: 37, 174, 362, 376.
1

f

f Education

Preservice Educatiotn

GRAY, Mary, Jane. "A Field-Eased Reading Methods Course." 53 (Apr. 1976),

380-382.
.

Reviews,past.practice with regard'to preparation programs for elementary

reading teachers. Describes the field-based methods program currently
taught at LoyOla University; Concludes that a field-based progran can
result in improved teacher prep_aratiOn if "theory,. does not become
sacrificed to practice" and if students involved in the program can
demonstrate competence in specific instructional objectives.

KERBER, James E.; Languis,-Marlin L.; and Stull, Lorre "Reading Prac icun:

A 'Real' Methods Course." 48(Feb. 1971);- 227-229.
Suggests that reading methods. courses should actually put the prospective
reading teacher in the claisroom; students can then receive help with their
immediate needs when faced with a reading group. Thus,'responsibility for
teacher preparation is not just the job of the college professor; it should
be a joint endeavor of the clinical classroom teacher, building principal,
college supervisor of student teaching, and the college profes'sor.

98. ''NOTE Conference on English' Education Committee., "Preparation of the
Elementary Language Arts Teacher." 53(Apr. 1976), 363-369-

Maintains_that a major responsibility Of.teacher training programs is to

, .prepare teaLhers.to help students "grow to their fullest capacities in
their abilities to communicate." Presents an analyses of competencies in

language arts areas for the elemeniary teacher. 'Essential competencies



include ,knowledge of th nglish language, knowledge of
t

literature, ability to assist children to grow-in, thecuse of oral Yanguage,
abilityt6-guide children in the production .and 1.6e,Of written lanIgnage,

and ability to guide the growth of children in t14 art of reading

Re-Commended options for further study are also suggested.

See Also: 378

nservice Education

99_, CAUDLE, Jean I. "Exploring New Materials for Reading Success." 48(Nov.

1971), 807415.: ---- - -
Suggests that teachers lybe .give more in to explore new

instructional materials on theYmarket.

JENKINS, Esther C. ."Using Vildeotalies inn .Course in\Childre

49(Apt. 1972),.522 =528:'

itetature

Explains the use of : videotapes for a course in child ",-1- literature.

Jenkins and Kuhn'developedia series of_sixteen,tapes for .inservice

,,education.d.n Hawaii. Their' goal ,Was to combine independent_ viewing with a
fewon-campus sessions as a complete course, in children's literature. t,

,

OLSON, James -IL "In-servi0 with an impact 52(May 015),'708-710.
Describes how inservice prdgrams and the adoption of a commercial basici

reading series can establish a reading program having continuity'
throughdUt the grades:' The inservice program deals with such topic as:

district -wide' basic goals and objectives, instructional placementwithin
the series, teaching-tor mastery, howand when to begin the program in
kindergatteni evaluation, re-teaching and retesting, xecord.keeping,and
the use of-supplementary.materials.

Resource Mate als_

-A regular feature of.po_entialcint

which first appeared in Volume 50-.0973

1pine, Stephanie, C ullivart, and /or Jean York provide annotations

s ructional Materials" column

These articles

recently published instructional material intended for use with elementary

-, -

level language ..arts or reading classes.

102.. AXELROD, Jetome. :"The Most Widely-Read ReadingRelated Journals.
52(Mar. 1975), 556-566, 566.

Briefly-describes-the most widely-read,reading-telatedjournais.
The*imarYpUrpose is to assist the language arts teacher-in deciding
which journals he/she wishes to order or to which journals he /she wishes

:SUhMit manuseripts_for

_103. EVER78,,Ellonna 11. (Reviser "A Minimal ProfessionalReference Library
on the languageArts for Elementary.School Teachert 1976." 53(Apr. 1976)

459-463. ,

Categoirj.eg,includetjournals and
- .

- sources ; curriculum and meEhods of



teaching;-speaking and listening- reading' writing; language,.grammar,
Usai ge; literature; aids for selecting books for children; and learning

activities. =
)

.

104. WHITE, Mary Lou; Ahern, Evelyrivieanne;-,and Mendelsohn, Leonard.
114On Print Media." -53(Feb. 1976),' 138-151.,

,

Reviews`snonprint media publications from the following- categoriei:
ii

;literature, reading skillsolanguage skills, creative-writing, and :values.

WHITE, Mary Lou, Ahern, Evelyn Janne; and Mendelsohn, Leonard.

iJ

//. "Non Print Media 53(Aprj1976), 464-469.
_

',Reviews tonpriht media- relating to the three themes of the Bicentennial:

tHeitage----76,--Festyal-USAr-ad--Hori-zotts-L76: = '--
1

,Jo6 WINKELJOHANN, ''Sister Rosemary; and Olsen, Tdree. "ERIC/RCS Report:

Right To -Rea4.--_,-50(Jan. 197,3), 64 -68, 74..

-Suggests that teachers be given in-school time to read from suggestdd
periodicals, 'Describes several magazines which may provide supervisory
personnel, teachers, and administrators with some timely ideas

Teachers T.,

. " f

for developing language skills..

Also: .409.

Read.iiig_ Programs

Devaopmental ReadinAjtrograms
.11

107. BROWN, SiSter Mary - Pauli. "Humaniling the Reading ProgramThe Workshop,'

-Way." :61(Nar. W74), 451-4551
(,

:-/ . 17

-Describes'the-concgWof7workshopf, ,in whiChpupils work on independent
reading-activitiee7.deaigned by thetaCher. A sample program for r-a

primary clissisi/presented.
,4-

\ CALLAWAY, A. and Jarvia, Oscar T. "Programand Materials Used

in Reading'instruction:' A.Survey." 49(Apr, 1972), 57a*.;
Diacusdes the /results of a. survey of elementary'PrinCipals on the
important faCtors contributing to the success of an elementary. School

reading progilaM. The findings indicate that the basal4eader dominated
reading instruction, although most.systems used a_variety of approaches

anCampPlementary-materlals. 'Many of the School systems reported the

availabili0 of 'a wide array ''of audiovisnal equipment.
. ,

109 CRISCOL0,1NichOlas P. -"Biography Brooks,Jiistory Hilltop ,and. a Space

, 141q:52(Apre 586-587.
Describes a_Title TV -Right to Read program, REACH (Readers Ever Aware

Climb High r). "The'Program integrates a great deal',-of art with reading

and uses al4diVersity:of reading materials. Contends that REACH has been

successfullin,achieving better attitudes toward readinge

1 0-.---CRONNELL,-Bruce. "Designing a Reading Program-BaStd-en Research:--FindingS

in Or;hography.e" 50(Jan..1973r,
Describes the -pPocess used to design ,a phonics -based reading prOgra for

K-3- based on twe\obiectives: (1) to select a lexie.aPpropriate- or
-A- ,

in
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it

children at,the kindergarten through-,third grade level and to establish

-spelling-to-sound correspondences for this lexicon; and.(2) to organize
these correspondences and the lexicon for use in beginning reading.

111. FILLMER;11. Thompaon "The Middle Schooler_i Reading-Program. 52(Nov/Dec. 1975
_

1123-1126. - , . ... -: 'a '- .,-

Describes-the charadteriatics of middle school children. Maintains that
,

the middle school reading program musty -meet the .needs, interests; and
attitudes of middle school atudents:. d,Emphasizes the skill
development and personal satisfaction_as components of the middle school 0

reading program. Concludes:with recommendations for such a program.

,

1-12-..KLINKTHaidtd;-' "Woidi7--iiid-MUilE."" 53(4r.1976), 401403.
Contendathaihe lyrics of contemporary music can be an effective

,,_

-alternate methed,of teaching basic reading skills to Students,st primer
.,,,

through foUrth grade levers. Argues that the use of music - increases the
potentialof a reading program because .children respond readily to music-,
and also beEause listening and reading skills can be practiced
simultaneoualy, Describes a program approaching reading through music.

113. MALKOC,- Anna'Maria; and Roberts, A. Hood. "NCTE/ERIC Report: Bilingual,

Education: A Special Report from'CAL/ERIC."' 47(May 1970), 713-725.
Abstracts ERIC documenta which Previde a background,inthe, field Of
bilingual,edUcation as well as an awareness pf the progress being made ih
programa designed for bilingual children.

MARQUARDT, Edward T. -"Coordinating Reading and the Language Arts."
51(Sept. 1974), 898-900. -

, ,

Destribes the materials and activities used in,h coordinated .language arts
program'for second amid third grades'. -DisChases the positive,feedback fibm
teachers and, parents.

115. OLIVER, Marvin E. "Key. Concepts for Beginning Reading." 47(Mar. 1970), 401402:
Prepents''.a comprehensive list of twenty key concepts in the instruction of
beginning reading with emphasis on-specific areas, of interests and needs,
jhese'concepta.follow seqUential_steps with increasing depth'.. as the
student" demonstrates hislher understanding at each level.

, .

See, Alsip: 36, 370, 379, 382, .430.

Reading and the Languag_Arts

General,

L1'6.* CALLAWAY, Byron; McDaniel, Harry; and Nhson, George E. "Five Methods

:of TeaChing Language Arts:. A Comparison." 49(Dec. 1972), 12401245.
Investigates the relative effectiveness of methods that correlate .oral and
written language activities compared to, methods which do not involve

coordinated, instruction in language arts. Concludes that achievement
the language arts is increased when the instructional program in one of
those language arts (spelling, writing, speaking, or reading) is carefully
coordinated,_Fith the others. Failure to,correlate appears to lessen

achievement in the language arts.



HENNING, Kathleen. "Dramajteading, An On-Going Classroom Aotiv
,;Elementary School Level.:!' 51(Jan. 104) 48-5X 65.

Suggests the daily reading of dramp,in the classroOn. Describe
three-step procedure for classroom drama_reading: (1):read
silently; (2) read thei3lay orally, (in a group)Iand (3) act om

play, script in hand, SAgested loW-vocabalaky dial9gues are 1

118. JAMES, Shirley M. "Mini -Media Centers for Language Progfams.
604-605'.

Suggests "mini-media centers" as a technique fora thematic app
reading and writing. Developed by an individual or small group
mini - media, centers use-diverse approaches to record student
interpretive and-creative responses to literature. Idoludes re
the preparation of media materials.

119. KIRKTON, Carole M. ,"NCITIERIC Report: Classroom Dramal
° Oral Language 'skills."' 48-(Yeb. 1971), 254 -261.

Discusses-ways in which classroom dramaticscan develop oracy,.
speaking and listening skills. Surveys ERIC =documents related
Classroom dramatics and the.relationship between oracy and lite

120. RUPLEY,' William H. "ERIC/RCS Report: Oral Language Developm
51(APr. 1974), 519-524.

,Emphasizes the importance of students' oral language skills whi
related both to reading achievement and academic. achievement,im
Surveys ERIC documents which suggest methods for building an. ef,
oral language program,

21. SMITH, Dora XT.- "Trends in'llementary,School Language Arts Toda'.
.

,(Mar. 1972), 326-334. r '.

Describes four aspects of the language arts program that resew,
emPhasis,in.the elementary. school today:: (1) a new emphasis up,

language; (2) a.renewed appreciation ofgood literature; (3)th4
development of instructional material centers; and (4) the stim
creativity through creative writing and-drama.

122.* SWAIM, James E. "Is ,Listening Really More Effective Leah*
Early Grades?" 51(Nov./Dec. 1974), 1110-l113.

Describes 4, study designed to determine whether elementary= stud4
better through listening or reading,.,. Concludee that effectiven4
learning by listening or reading, is based on the relationship 134
child's reading ability andthe readability ievel.of the maierii
learned.

123.* WINKELJOHANN; Sister Rosemary. "ERIC/RCS Report: .lee

, and Jane." 51(Sept. 1974),.-870-873, 877:
Suggeststhat:the educational theories of Jean Piaga can
the language arts and cites several relevant studies,._

See Also': 13, 31, :64 215.
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erature

124. GROFF, Patrick. "Questions to Ask about Poems." 52(Jan. 1975), 119- 122.

Contends that asking questions about poems does not have to be a

destructive activity. Precautions are given to assist teachers when

asking questiOnsabout poetry. States that the use of these guidelines

will help students become more at ease with this form of literature.

'125. LUNDSTEEN, Sara W. "A Thinking Improvement Program-Through Literature."
,

49 (Apr. 1972), ,505-512.
Diagrams interactions among the areas of the language arts curriculum and

discusses the place of bibliotherapy (human relations in children's

literature) within'this curriculum.

126. TIEDT, Iris M. "Planning an EleJentlyy-School Literature PrOgram."'

47(Feb. 1970), 193-198
Considers the following questions and _issues in planning a literature.

'program: (1) why should-literature be included in the elementary program?

-(2-) °ia-thers-a-need,-for a scope and sequence in literature? (3) where

does-literature- fit in the language arts program? (4), how will literature

be selected for the program? and (5) how will teaching literature differ'

from teaching reading?

See Also: 71 205, 260, 415.

Composition

127. BLAKE, Howard E. "Written Composition in English Primary Schools."

48(Oct. 1971), 605-616.
Suggests _several= reading methods which can be used to encourage good

writing skills: the language - experience- approach, an independent. reading',

program, and reading to the children by 'the teacher.

I PERRON, Jack.. "beginning Writing: It's All in the Mind." 53(Sept.

111976) 652-65'7.

Maintains that teachers.should provide an environment, ch in the con-

cepts necessary for the-development of writing skills,. So that children

can /rely on what they afready-know_as,,language users. 'Describes the

research investigatihg the effect of this approach to teaching writing.

Presents' several activities, which combine all areas of:language study to

encourage the natural development of writing skills.

`129. PILLAR, Arlene M.- "Individualizing 'Book Reviews." 52(Apr. 1975), 467-

11 469
Presents several ways in whichchildren neY "share" books they have read

with the teacher or classmates. Used most effectively in an
,

individualized-program.
. .

130. RYAN, Florence Holmes. "Taking the Boredoth out f Book Reports."
_

51(Oct. 1974), 987-989.
Suggests_variona -techniques of 'book reporting)dhiCh include writing
interviewsand-radio_coMmercials,- designing-book covers and movie scehes,_-_

ihd dressing, like' favorite book characters''

20



131. SMITH, Frank. "Phonology and Orthogtaphy: Reading and Writin

49 (Noy. l972),1075-1088.
Asks the question: in what ways is the relationship-between phonology and

orthography related to the different systems involved in writing and in

reading? Concludes that sound- spelling relationships have practically

nothing to do with immediate writing and immediate reading, except to the

extent that the alphabetic characters make production easier and

discrimination more difficult. Although sound-spelling correspondences

exist, this does not necessarily imply that they are of critical

importance in either writing or reading.

elling

2. 'BLAKE,Anward E. "Some Spelling Facts." 47(Feb. 1970), 241-249.

Points out basic essentials of word structure. Provides guidance for

teachers in understanding terminology And concepts related to-the teaching

of spelli -ng i iDefinitions, descriptions, and examples are provided for-

PhoniosandlSpelling rules.

RAMER, Ronald L. "An Investigation of First-Grade Spelling Achievement."

47(Feb. 1970), 230-237.
Reports the ability of first-grade children to spell phonologically,

regular and irregular words and the possible infuence of reading

instruction on spelling achievement. The two reading methods used were

the language-experience approach and the basal reader approach. Results

indicateii that the language-experience classes were significantly better

spellers/both in written composition and on lists of regular and irregular

words. I:

134.* .13ERSONRE, Carl R. "the Use of:Nonsense Words to Test Generalization Ability

in Spelling." -49(Dec. 1972), 1233-1239.
Reports on the results; -of a study which indicated that nonsense words used

in a recall dictation-test will indicate the ability of children to use

phonic generalizations in spelling.

See Also: 19, 82.

Readinginthe Content Areas

135.* JANZ, Margaret L.; and Smith, Edwin H. "Students'Reading Ability and

J'
the Readability of Secondary School Subjects." 49(Apr. 1972), 622-624.

Reports on research concerned with-the difference between textbook diffi-

cuity and the reading ability of 590,eighth-,ninth-,and tenth-grade stu-
dents in English, science, and social studies. Results indicate that over

half of the books assigned to this population were unsuitable. Recommends

that school districts determine the reading range for grades eight, nine,

and ten. Difficulty of the materials used should correspond to the

reading ability of the stud its who use them.

136. LACE, Patricia A. and Weil, Philip E. "Number-Reading-Language!

52(Sept. 1975)6, -.776-762.
Suggests that mathematics is intimately related to language usage and

/reading. Translations from English Sentences to mathematical expressions

Tare the basic format of instruction. Insructional'5examples are given,

i(proceeding from the simple, to' the complex.



137. LUCAS, Stephen B.; and Burlando, Andrew A. "The 'New Science Methods'

And Reading." 52(Sept. 1975) 769-770.

Contends that the new science methods require students to read actively

and proficiently. Reading abilities needed for understanding science

material are listed.

See Also: 70;.171, 222, 358.

Reading_Readiness/Beginning Reading Pro_rams

General

138. LaCONTE, Christine. "Reading in the Kindergarten: Fact or Fantasy?"

47(Mar. 1970), 382-387.
Dgscribes a survey based on questionnaires, observation, and interview

data of mere than five hundred kindergarten ceachers in two states.

Findings reflect their opinions and practices, including these

conclusions: (1) kindergarten teachers feel that most children are not

ready to read; (2) more than a third do teach some reading skills and use

some reading materials; and (3) regardless of the eachersr beliefs,

reading in kindergarten is here to stay.

139. Mac0INITIE,' Walter N. '"When Should We Begin to Teach Reading?" 53(Nov./

Dec. 1976), 878682._
Suggests that the question poSedin the title -cannot be.answered untilen

answer is found to another question: what is meant,by "beginning to

teach reading"? Arguesthat' beginning reading instruction is too

pressured a situation for many children and that this couldbe-ameliorated

by extending reading instruction down to the'eariler years. Such early

reading programs should be based upon informal opPotrunities for practice,

a gradual development orobjectives, and:-frequent attention to reading

140. MONTEITH, Mary R. "ERIC/RCS Report: Screening and AOSessment Programs

-'for Young Children: Reading Readiness and Learning Problems."

53(Nov./Dec. 1976), 920-924.
Focuses on-examining the kinds of tests used for screening children in

reading readiness. DiscusseS interpretations which can be made from the

results of such testing and the procedures for selecting screening devices

to be incorporated into a readiness program.

141. MOORE, Sister Ma_ "A Multi-Approach to Beginning Reading in the Urban

School." 49.(Jan. 1972), 44-49.

Describes a multi- approach to .reading readiness. and formal reading that

involved,language-experience, linguistic and basal readers, and a totalW:

integrated language arts program. Results of the project indicate: (1)

there is more-than oneway to- teach reading readiness; (2) a diversity of

material can be coordinated into a vorkable plan; (3) a basic text can be

used with other materials withoUt_"contaminating" progressv,(4)

tegcherb can -be creative in choosing materials and making judgments; and

(5) thig.type of program is a necessity forthe disadvantaged, but it

would' provide any socioeconomic group with a unique and rewarding

learn situation.
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142.* PORTER, Jane. "Research Report." 51(Feb. 1974), 300-309, 315.
Presents a summary of-language arts research related to early childhood
education. Categories include listening, oral composition, written com-
position, handwriting, spelling, summary of research, training programs,
relationships between various areas of the language arts, and the
efficiency of children's language arts skills.

143. SMITH; Frank. "Learning to Read by Reading. "" 53(Mar. 1976), 297-299,322.

Records: the case study of three-year-old Matthew's trip through a grocery
store and department store. The purpose of the trip was to demonstrate

that: (1) the world of children-anbe full of meaningful print; and (2)
children will search for something new to learn if they have exhausted the
learning possibilities of the situation they are in. COncludes that
children learn a great deal about reading without adult supervision or
even adult awareness.

144. THOMPSON, Richard A.; and Blackwell, Janet-N. "Verbalized Responses to

Environmental Stimuli as a Stepping Stone to Decoding Written.Lan-
guage." 51(Sept. 1974), 855-857-r

Contends that pupils who do not respond orally to their environment are
likely to underachieve. Suggests that all teachers provide opportunities
for oral language development in the classroom.

145. UNGARO, Daniel. "Can Ivan Help Johnny?" 51(Sept.'1974), 846-852.
Presents a description of Russian pre-school and first grade programs which

offer a firm baSis for further learning. Russia bases its school programs

on research, 'whereas America does not.

146. WASHBURNE, Carol. ,"Short Papers on Readiness, Reading Interests, Vocabu-
lary Development,and%Comprehension.."' 49 (Apr ". 1972), 533-551.

Discusses basic questions about reading readiness and suggestsseveral
common sense recommendations based on Modern psychology. Suggests sev.-

eral teacher guidelines for finding the right book for the right child at
the right time., Surveys various.methods of vocabulary development, -
emphasizes. that an attitude Of acceptance and interest can encourage,
vocabulary_development. Offers a general discussion on literal and.
interpretive comprehension; challenges teachers to plan a comprehension
program and devileoluestions to evaluate this program.

See Also: .9, 85,.123, 426.

Physical, intellectualand Environmental Factors

147. BROMWICH, Rose-M. "'Don't Put- Out=the-Light,-J Can't'See How To

Sleep.'" 48(Mar. 1971), 357-362. I,

Stresses that kindergarten children must be given'freereign in developing
oral language in ,order to improve their ;self- images. High-achievement in

oral language in kindergarten.is aignificantlyrerated to reeding
achievement in later-grades.:.

148. FOULKE, Patricia N. "How Early Should language Development andPre-
Reading Experiences Be Started?". 51(Feb. 1974), 310-315.

Emphasizes, that the language development level of a child; not his/her
.

age should be used to- determine readinglreadiness. Describes normal and
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abnormal language development, stresses the importance of the child's

language development level, and provides specific diagnosis and teaching

examples.

149.* HALL, HaryAnne; Moretz, Sara A.; and Statom, Jade len°, "Writing
Before'Grade One - A Study of Earlyyritets." 53(May 1976),

582-585.
Reviews research concerned with the relationship between reading and

writing. Presents the results of a pilot study designed to: (1) determine

the factors in the home background of children, who were early writers; and

(2) ascertain the sequence of learning to write in relation to learning to read.

Concludes that most factors in the home background of early writers are

very similar to those of early readers and that interest in writing

preceded interest in reading for nearly all of the early writers studied.

150.* RING, Viola. "Dialect Awareness in Preschoolers " 53(Mar. 1976),

248-250.
Details a research study designed to answer three questions: (1)does

dialect awareness occur at the same time as race awareness? (2) at-what

age does the bladk lowerclass child indicate awareness of dialect

differences? and (3) at what age does-the black lower-class child indicate

a,preference for standard English over black English? Findings. suggest

that both black and white preschoolers prefer,white dolls to black dolls,

but ehat the same children are oblivious to dialect differences and fail

to associate these differences in language variety with black speakers.

151. SANACORE, Jpseph. "A Checklist for the Evaluation f Reading Readiness.

50(Sept. 1973), 858-860, 870.
Presents a,checklist for the evaluation of reading readiness, organized

according to the following categories: auditory discrimination, visual

discrimination, left to right oriel tion, oral language development,

concept development, social and em Ltional development, motor coordination,

and physical factors (See abstract 164).

152.. SHEPHERD, Richard C. "Oral Language Performance and Reading Instruction."

51(Apr. 1974), -544 -546, 560.

Describes a study which investigated certain relationsnipsbetweenoral language

performance and reading readiness. Scores from subtests of the Metropolitan

Readiness Test are correlated with results from a free verbalization task.

Concludes that language samples from poor white or black inner-city children

should not be interpreted, as measures of intelligence.

153. SMITH, Nile Banton. "Early Language. Development: Foundation of

Reading." 52(Mar. 1975), 399-402, 418.

Emphasizes the interrelationship of language development and reading'

achievement. Discusses the various stages of language development and

their relevance to reading success.

154. TOVEY, Duane R. "Language Acquisition: A Key to Effective. Language

Instruction." 53(Nov./Dec. 1976), 868-873.

Encourages teachers to appraise the appropriateness of language activities

with regard to the language competencies children possess. Analyzes eight

commonly used language activities and concludes that language analysis

;should no longer be emphasized in the elementary school. Instead,

teachers should help students develop as consumers of language.

See Also: 390; 392,



Methods"

155.* BORDEN, Juliet P.; Handley, Herbert M.; and Wollenberg, John P.

"Head-Start Can Contribute to Reading." 51(Sept. 1974),

874-876.
Describes a study in which disadvantaged children benefited from a

well- structured Head Start4ollow 'Through program.

156.* CHRISTENSEN, K. Eleanor. "Language Facility of Kindergarten Children."

49'(Nov. 1972), 1107-1111, 1119.

Reports on a study which investigated the effects ortWo kindergarten

programs (a regular kindergarten with and without an adaptation of the

language-experience approach) on children's oral syntactic language facil-

ity. Concludes that neither teaching approach, social class status, nor

sex individually exerts a significant effect on the oral language facility

of children. Howeyer, the combined effect of these factors may signifi-

cantly influence oral language facility.

157. FAGERLIE, Anna M. 'Using Wordless Picture Books With Children."

52(Jan. 1975),, 92-94.
Emphasizes using wordless picture books with young children to stimulate

both oral language experience and written expression.

158. FITZGERALD, AlitelIrene. "Literature Approved by Today's Kindergarten

Children." 48(Dec. 1971), 953-959.
Discuses the necessity of prf,Viding a wide variety of books which suits

the child's interest and attention span, and helps the child become

acquainted with his/her wor10. A Comprehensive list of books published i.

between 1965 and 1970 that has been approved by 'kindergarten children is

-included. (B)

159. HOSKISSON, Kenneth; and Krohm, Bernadette. "Reading by Immersion:

Assisted Reading." 51(Sept. 1974), 832-836.
Contends that children can learn to read in the same way they learn to

`use language: through an assisted reading approach,.where 6nknown:words'

are identified for readers as they encounter them. Describes a

second grade program; results, and further suggestions.

160. HOUK, Annelle S.. and Bogart, Carlotta. '"What You See's Not All

You Get'." '51(Mar. 1974), 445 -448.
Describes how children can learn concepts through vistialerbal games.

These games encourage precise vision,- vocahuiary,,, and social

communication.

161. L, aFLA MME, Robert ,Nore Meaningful Storytime in Kindergarten."

52(Jan. 1975), 69,72.
DescribeS a variety of ways storytime in the kindergarten can be, more

enjoyable, Meaningful, and-exciting through different modes of active

involvement.

,
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162. LAMME, Linda Leonard;and Kane, FITT-ices. "Children Books, and Collage."

53(Ndv./Dec.j976), 902-905.
Contends'that young children need to become aware of the relationships_

between areas which are not typically united in the instructional -,-
- ,-



curriculum. Suggests ways lni,which the teacher-can encourage appreciation

of --the art media in children's books-by actively involving children in

collage -techniques.

163. LEPKE, Phyllis. "Responding Ac vely 'to the Wor of Literature."

53(Apr. 1976), 404-406.-
Suggests that dancing can aid reading readiness, the ability to understand

and develop imagery, and the interpretation of literature. Offers ideas

on how to develop a lesson uniting dance and literature.

164. MAYER, Jeri E. 'Evaluating Readines Readiness: A Reply." 52(Mar, 1975),

343 -345.

Replies to Sanacore's article ,(abstract 151),"A Checklist for the Evaluation

of Reading Readiness," which appeared in Elementary English, September, 1973.
Mayer'questions-the'use of a checklist as an effective means of determining
reading readiness. Instead, Mayer advocates initiating reading instruction-and'providing

additional training in skills in which the child is deficient.

165.* O'DONNELL, C. Michael; and Raymond, Dorothy. "Developing Reading Readiness

in the Kindergarten." 49(Mai 1972), 768-771.

Reports a research study comparing the basal reader workbook approach to

the conceptual-language program in teaching reading readiness. At the end

of kinderarten, children in the conceptual-language classes received sta-

tistically higher general reading readiness scores on the Metropolitan
Readiness Test than pupils in the basal reader groups.

166. YAAKOB, Parthena M. "Music and Readilig." 50(Apr. 1973), 577-578.

Contends that music can be an effective medium for teaching reading skills

to pre-school, kindergarten, and elementary students because readiness

skills such as auditory discrimination, visual discrimination, direction,

and imitation are emphasized in the teaching of musical skills for simple

songs.

. See Also: 32, 115, 141, 226, 374, 388.; 395, 398.

Remedial Reading Programs

General

167. DuBOIS, Jessie J. "Teaching Reading Optimigtically." 51(40 . 1974),

868 -869, 882.
Suggests an optimistic approach to reading problems. Follovs the

experiences' of a nonreader through sixth grade to emphasize the resul

teacher,neglect.

_168. GUNDERSON, Doris V. Differences in Language and,Reading." '53(Mar. 1976),

300-306.
Considers possible explanations for the high ratio bfboys to girls in

remedial reading. classes, Summarizes'research. coneerning sex differences

in language development,and-in-reading success o failure. States that'no

conclusionS can be drawn because too many:questions remain. Suggests

directionsJor future-research.'



169. LERNER,-Janet W. '"Reading and Learning Dsabil ties." 50(Febi 1973), 265-269.

Contends that'inforMatipngainedfroM the field of learning disabilities
will have an impact on. the field of reedingspecialiv in the following

areas; diagnosis; motor development; perception; memory; languag4
.cognitive skills; and maturational, social, and psychological factors.

170. MADISON, John "NCTE/ERIC Repcirt: Learning Disabilities." 40 (Jan. 1972),

134-441.
Abstracts ERIC docutanta related: to the following aspects of IOrning

disability background information; methods of identification isipd
diagnosis,; and specific examples of successful approaches, programs and

strategies.

See Also,: 27, 30.

Methods and Materials

171. BLACKWELL, Janet M. "When 2 f g 53(Apr. 197,6), 422-424.

Describes several mathematical disorders and suggests "that they are

related to language'deficits. Urges that the remediation of language
diSorders be extended to include language - related mathematical

difficUlties.

172; CHOMSKY, Carol. "After Decoding: What?" 53(Mar. 1976), 288-296; 314.

Describes a remedial program aimed at changing students! attitudes toward

reading. Five children listened to taped recordings of stories while

reading along until they could read thestories'without the tapes. As a

result of this procedure, the children's attitudes shifted; they were

highly motivated and-enjoyed reading. :Concludes that'this approach'is
successful because it gives children practice in reading connected
discourse and gives them a feeling'of success.

173. MADISON, John "NCTE/ERIC Report: The Slow Learner: A Winner at Last?"'::'

48(Nov. 1971),-896-901.
Maintains that the movement toward individualization,, the emphasis'on

Afinding,outliow children learn,and the deemphasis of Arbitary age-grade

standards help to focus attention on the ,S,16W learner.. Provides abstracts

of ERIC documents which contain inforMation for educators planning

`curricula for slow learners and for those interested.in individualizing
'instruction in this special area-of education.

174;* MORGAN, Edwin W. "A Clinical Team Approach to Improving Reading Instruction

in First Grade." 51(Sept;'' 1974), 889-893.

Describes a study inrwhich children,susrected of having learning problems

were referred to.professionals who supplied the teacher with information

about modifying programs to meet the children's needs.

-175.,'ORR, -Robert S. Jr. " "l Is Teddybear--Teddy Cen,Ree 53(Nov./Dec; 1976), .

883 -885.

Explores the problem of low achieyers attitudes toward reading. Offers a

"teddybear tutoring" pr6gram as. a partial solution .to this problem. Using

various instructional .materials, the studeni- "taught". theirteddybears to

read. Suggests=that- teddybears can motivate primary. boys and girls of low

reading' chlevementto discover the joys of-reading.



176., RUBINSTEIN, Bob. "Sports History: Motivation for Reluctant Readers."

52(Apr. 1975), 591-592.
Suggests providing non-reading students with material that they find

interesting and motivational. Cites examples of success.

-SCHNEEBERG;Heren-E.; and Mattleman, Marciene S. "The Listen-Read Project:

Motivating Students through Dual'Modalities." 50(Sept. 1973) 900-904.

Presents results of a study which indicated that reading, even among

low-achieving students, can be improved through the coordinated use of

books and tapes in listening centers.

178.* SOLOMON, Bernard. "The Television Reading Program." 53(Feb. 1976), 135.

Argues that the use of television programs and scripts can Motivate

"non-readers" to augment their reading skills. Results of a pilot study

indicate that children using the Television Reading Progral were highly

motivated and showed positive changes in their attitudes toward reading.

179, SPIESS, Jo Ann. "Literature and Hidden Handicaps." 53(Apr. 1976), 435-437.

Argues that mainstreaming learning disability children might benefit those

children and the classroom teacher. Also, suggests that children's

literature is a valuable and effective tool for reaching students labeled

"learning disabled." Suggests several trade books dealing with body

awareness and emotions.for use with learning disability students. (B)

See Also: 199, 209, 251, -312, 403

Dia nosis of Disabled Readers

180. FRESHOUR, Frank:W. "Dyslexia:, A Sure, Cure. 51(Sept.1974),: 864-865, 893.

Deplores the use of the term "dyslexia." Relates the high degree of

confusion'this term creates for all people concerned with reading

problems.

181. GUTRAECHT, Bruce. "The Label Syndrome." 53(Apr, 1976), 419-421.

Maintains that the lists of characteristics of any one of the groups

labeled remedial, handicapped, or disabled always contain many descriptors

similar-to another group. Concludes_ that only one criterion should be

applied in measuring the effect of labeling on children, programs; or

teachers: do more children become proficient readers because of the

application of the label?.

182. LERNER, .Janet W. "A Thorn by any Other Name: Dyslexia or,Reading Disability."

48(Jap, 1971), 75-80.
Offers various definitions of "dyslexia." Discusses both medical and'

educational perspective of the problem.

',



General

183.* ADAMS, Ruth R.; and Litwin', 2.1da. "Talking Typewriter -°A Study in

Concept and Attention Grp th of Young Children." 47(Feb. 1970), 250-256.

Descries the use of the-talkin- typewriter and the classroom atmosphere
which was designed to reinforce ork begun.with the typewriter. The

process utilizO\visual, auditor and tactile modalities as well as
encouraging the development of attention span and'ability to follow

directions. /Tentative conclOsions\5 this study, which was still in
progresst'the time of thisipUbliceaon, indicate that children using
this method willJace thej-ask Of_learning to read with greater motive-
tion and improved', reading

Methods -for Teaching Readin

29

184.* BLOCK, J. R. "i.t.a. and Other Alphabets." 50(Jan. 1973), 49-59.

Summarizes the results of existing researchsoncerning the merits of
i.t.a. versus traditional orthography. Concludes that i.t.a. is the best

way to learn to read.

185. BURNS, Alan R. "Overcoming Difficulties in Learning to Read." 50(Sept. 1973),

911-920.
Contends that a child finds it difficult to learn to read and spell words

because of the lack of isomorphic correspondence between phonemes and

graphemes. Adovcates the use of the English-Unifon Alphabet to teach

reading and gives justifications for its use.

186. CATHCART, Maureen. "Personalizing Reading Instruction." 50(Sept. 1973),

905-910, 934._
Outlines the strengths and weaknesses of basal reader, language- _-

experience, and individualized reading prOgrats. Advocates uding the best

of each to develop an eclectic approach to the teaching of reading.
fi

187. COX, Carole. "The Liveliest Art and Reading." 52(Sept. 1975), 771 -775, 807.

Suggests combining classroom film making with reading activities.

Creating and reading scr ts provide excellent content for'developing

critical reading.

188. -DAVIS, Joanne W. "Teaching Reading with Paperbacks in an,Elementary School:
'Three Models for Classroom Organization." 47(Dec. 1972), 1114-1120.

Describes three. varied. using paperback books for reading

instruction. Teachers using paperbacks for readingrinstrUctionlisted:

several advantages: (1) children appeared to have a igreater--sense of
accomplishment in completing several paperbaCks instead of one text; (2)

paperbacks were found to be more interesting than other reading material;

And (3) paperbacks raised issues that provided controversy and excitement

in the reading group.-

189. DeRENZIS, Joseph J. '!Reading Methods Plus Instructional SysteM Equals

Student' Success." 52(May 1975),676-678.
Contends that a systems approach to reading is a necessary classroom

management technique for more effective use of reading methods.



190. DOWNING, John; "A Psycholiriguistic Theory for i.t.a." 47(Nov. 1970), 953-961.

States six well - established principles of educational and child psychology

which explain the linguistic structure of i.t.a. Provides practical

implications of i.t.a. for future development in two areas: (I)

improvement in the i.t.a.-alphabet itself; and (2) teaching methods which

are most likely to be successful.

191.* GRAVES, Donald H.' "Research Update: Back to Basics - The Bennett Study."

53(Oct. 1976), 822-827.
Describes and reviews a research project called "Teaching Styles and Pupil

Progress" conducted by Neville. Bennett in 1976. The study sought to

answer two basic questions: (1) do different teaching methods affect the

cognitive and affective growth of students in different ways? and (2) do

different types of students perform better when instructed by certain

teaching, styles? Results indicate that high-achieving students progress
better in formal classrooms and that low-achieving boys perform worse in

formal claSsrooms than in mixed or informal classrooms.

192. JOHNSTON, A. Montgomery. "Teaching Reading an Easy Way." 50(Mar. 1973), 459-

460.
Encourages the establishment and constant use of well-displaydd,classroom

libraries4 consisting of approximately five books per pupil. Suggests the

following guidelines: 40-50 books considered "classics," 40-50 books

which relate to 'current units of study, and 40-50 books to meet specific

interests of children in the room.

,193.* LICHTENSTEIN, Jack. "In Search of 'The Impossible Dream.'" 47(Feb. 1970),

262-264.
Words in Color, i.t.a and the Lippincott,Basic Reading Program were

incorporated into a study seeking the reading method that would minimize

failure. Results indicate that no method showed clear superiority and all

seemed weak in reaching pupils with poor auditory perception because of

the heavy emphasis on phonics. Concludes that adaptable methods and

materials used by a teacher who is sensitive to each child may reduce the

number of children who eventually need clinical help.

194. MEDCALF, Robert L.; andlatz, Margaret. "A Coding System that Makes Sense."

50(Jan. 1973), 44=48.
Presents an outline and the .objectives of a five-book Ent, ish-Unifen

-series being developed for primary thildren.

195. NARANG, H,. L. "Self-Evaluation of a Reading Lesson for Reading Teachers.'.

- 52(Mar. 1975), 338-3,39.
Provides a checklist to assist the teacher in preparing a more effective

reading lesson. Ideas are based on directed reading activities.

fi

.196, PIKULSKI, John J. "Using 'theCloze TethniqUe." 53(Mar. 1976), 317-318,

-328i

Defines the elole technique and its intended uses. Recommends procedures

for usingeloze as. a.device for reinforcing- or extending reading skills

and. for encouraging writing skills. The wide-range of_ suggested "

activities demonstrates the adaptability_ of the Oloze technique to various

instructional objective's.
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197. SAGER, Carol. "Effective Activities Satisfy 'Readers.'" 1975),

335-337.
Suggest§'guidelines for im,proving instructional activities. Teachers

from Wilmington, Ma sachusetts designed "READERS" based on literature related to

learning theory:
R - relevant, clear-cut objectives
E.- educational validity
A - active application of skill(s) taught
D- development of productive attitudes
E - economical use of pupils' time
R - responses Which provide feedback
S suitable tasks for divergent developmental needs

198. WAGENER, Elaine H. "Language Arts for the Visually Impaired Child." 52 (Apr.

1976), 432-434.
Discusses several strategies for teaching language arts to the visually

impaired. Suggests exploration of oral language through kinesthetic

experiences, directions in braille, dramatization, reading aloud to the

student, and playing commercially prepared records.

See Also, 3., 3,20, 49, 108, 120, 159, 183.

Oral Reading

Oral Reading Students

199. JOHNS, Jerry L. "Strategies for Oral Reading Behavior." 52 (Nov./

Dec. 1975), 1104-1107.
Presents and comments upon seven types of oral reading behavior:

repetitions, hesitations, substitutions (non - words, words which make sense

in context, words which distort the meaning), over-reliance upon phonic

analysis, and inappropriate intonation or Punctuation. Provides a number

of teaching strategies related to each behavior designed to enhance the

student's reading performance.

200. WHISLER, Nancy G. "Plipil Partners." 53(Apr. 1976), 387-389.

Criticizes the traditional round robin reading circle. Suggests that a

good oral,reading lesson has a clearly defined purpose, emphasizes the

importance of listening to others read, uses appropriate material, and has

provisions for instruction in unfamiliar vocabulary prior to reading.

Describes a technique called Pupil Partners which can be an alternative to

round robin oral reading.

Reading to Students

201-. BROWN,, Jennifer. "Reading Aloud." 50(Apr. 1973)., 6357636.

Suggests that daily storytelling can help teachers make major strides

toward'encouraging and enticing their children to read.

202 JOHNS, Jerry'L4 "The Attitudes of Inner-City and SubUrban Students Toward

Teachers' Oral Readirig." 49(Feb. 1972), 184-186.,

Discusses an exploratory study designed te'determine whether there is any

differenCe between students' opinions regarding done by

teachers in middle class subUrban schools and inner-city schools which



were predominantly black. Results indicate that suburban students were
read to more often,by their teachers and that they liked their teachers to
read to them more than did students from inner-city schools.

20 JOHNS, Jerry L.; and Read, Donna J. "The Attitude'' of Inner-City and
Suburban Students Toward Teachers' Oral Reading A Second Report."

49(Feb. 1972), 187-189.
Reports the results of a replication study about the attitudes of students
toward teachers' oral reading. The finding that suburban students liked
their teachers to read aloud more than students from inner-city schools
supported the re2ult from the original exploratory study. There were no
significant differences between suburban and inner-city students on
whether or not their teachers read to them. This finding conflicts with
the results of the exploratory investigation.

204.* LAME, Lima Leonard. "Reading Aloud to Young Children." 5 (Nov./

Dec. 1976), 885 -888. ,,

Presents the resultS of a study designed to create and partially validate
an instrument to measure-how well a teacher is reading aloud to a group of

children. Results indicate that the following items.influence oral
reading success: (1),child involvement it story reading;.(2) amount of
eye contact betwee 'reader and 'audience; (3) the amount of expression in
the reader's voice (4) quality of the reader's voice: (5) pointing to
words and pictures in the'book; (6) familiarity with the book; .(7)

selection ofthe biok; and (8) grouping the children sO'that all could
hear the story an_ see the pictures.

205. SHUMAKER, Marjori P, "Literature and the Teaching of Reading." -52(Oct.
.,-1975), 953-95 1029..

Proposes that reading orally to children fosters positive attitudes tow
reading.- Conten s'that a unit of study centered around oral reading of

,related literatu e can motivate students to read and write with freedom

and pleasure.

See Also: 161, 378.

LlaallaLLEnmELETal

206. BERGOLD, Sharon... ""Children's Growth of Competence in Storytelling."

53(Sept. 1976), 658-662.
Suggests a language-experience approach to helping children become

competent. storytellers. 'Contends that each time they tell a story,

children wunderstand themselves, their-orld, and the craft of
storytelling better.

207. BERNSTEIN, Edna. "Organic -Reading." 53(Feb. ..1476), 206-207,

Deserlbes the language - experience approach called. "organic reading" used

by Sylvia Ashton-Warner. Concludes that such a method-is beneficial
because it allows for individual differences, but that the program should
be sUpplemented,bTother more traditional techniques;

32



208.* FOERSTER, Leona M. "Language Experience for Dialectically Different

,Black Learners." 51(Feb. 1974), 193-197.

Reviews studies concerning dialect differences. Believes that black

children must become bidialectal, understanding, vernacular and standard

English, and that langu ge-experience can best achieve this goal.

209. CIRDON, Mary Bowers. "Ielping the Disabled Reader." 50(Jan. 1973), 103 -

105.

,Describes the use of the language-experience approach to teach reading to disabled

middle school readers.

210.* KELLY, Ann Marie. "sight Vocabularies and:Experience Stories." 52(Mar.

1975), 327-328.
Reports a study to determine if the language-experience approach or the

traditional basal reader approach would increase sight vocabulary.

Findings favor the use of the language-experience approaCh.

211. LANCER, John H. "Non-Standard Spelling and Language Experience in

Beginning Reading." 48(Dec. 4971),:951-952.

Suggests that teachers,ahould accept children's written symbols fori.the .

sounds they-hear in. order ,to-encourage'positive, affirmative' attitudes at

a time. hen they are essential to reading sudeess. Then, at the

appropriate time, the teacher can provide alternate standard Spellings.

212. MADISON, John P. "NCTE/ERIC Report: The Language Experience Approach to

Teaching Reading." 48(Oct. 1971), 682-689,
Provides abstracts for four categories of ERIC documents relating to the

language-experience approach. The first provides the philosophy,

definitions, and explanations of the approach. The second type indicates

ways in which the approach may be applied. The third gives research

findings from s'tudies which 'compare the approach with other reading

programs.- The last type gives sources for materials and information which

relate to the language-experience approach.

213.. SCHWARTZ, Judy I. "A Language-Experience Approach to Beginning' Reading."

52(Mar. 1975), 320324.
Describes the'dolVantages,of the language-experience apprpech for reading

instruction. Contends that a "good" language-experience program meets the

needs of individuals and provides a. meaningful and stimulating method of

instruction.

214. SMITH, Lewis B.; and Morgan, Glen D. "Cassette Tape Recording as a Primary

Method in the Development of Early Reading Material." 52(Apr 1975),

534-538.
Describes a program which uses tape-ecorders to allow students to record

impressions, stories, or experiences which they feel are meaningful.

Typed copies are returned to the-students to form a, "personalized'reader."

Findings support the use of the program as a successful supplement to the

_basal reading program.
1

215.' STAUFFER, Russell C. '-''Integrating the Lazjiguage Arts." 48(Jan. 1971), 22-

26."

Proposes that children of five and six come to school with a- wealth of

language experiences that provides a sound, all-embracing foundation' on



which to construct and develop reeding ability;
advantage of.thellanguage-experience Method-is
starting at the level learner.t. r

See Also: 2, 8, 133, 156, 402.

Basais

216. JOHNSON, -Joseph C. "Wanted: Reality-Oriented Reading.Mat

1974) 557-558.
CriticiregTheginning basal,readers with their middle-claSS families,.

superficial story lines, and one-dimensional characters. Believes basal

stories cause reading failures when they fail to depict the reality,
values, And mores of our, culture.

217. PARKER, Lenore D.; and Campbell, 'Ellen R. YA Lobk at Illustrations
Multi-Racial First' Grade Readers." 48(Jan. 1971), 67-7C

Diacusses,the results of a research project deSigned to evaluate the
differences between'allwhileteXts=and integrated books. The findings

indicate that criteria can_be established for_illustrations, to bridge the

gap between:a child's real world and the one he/she sees pictured-in -=
)

books.
kFt. ,

118. RODENBORN, Leo. V.; and Washburn, Earlene. "Some Implications Of the New
R

Basal Readers." 51(Sept. 1974), .885 -888.

.Notes-that modern basal seriesuse morevords, and these new words, occur

less frequently than in precious series. Poinrs out the implications of

these facta.

RUDIE, Helen-N._ "Poetry in.Basal_Readers:
:Pan. 1975Y, 136-140

ished or Cherished?"' 52

Presents an analysis.of poetry found in current basal reading programii

Suggeats that these can be usedin a total poetry program.

220.*- SCHNELL, Thomas R and Sweeney, Judith. "Sex Role Bias in;Basal'Reider

52(MaY, 1075) 737-742.
Reviews ;peat stildies'of basal-readers and reports considerable.evidence ; of

sex 4iscriminatioa. Stimulated by'rhese studies; the,,-authors`. decided to-

exaMine:rheA966and41971 Houghton Mifflin reading bo-oks to see-if- the

newer series reflecfSea'change-in the roles, activities, and relative
importance of male and female Chardcters, little change is reportedi

',See Alsa: 71,-419.

Individualized Ins truction

221. ABBOTT; Jerry Li Fifteen Reasons Why Personalized Reading instruCtion

Does Not-Worki 49 Clan. ;1972), 33-36.

Lists fifteen reasons why personalizedreading cannot be successful in the

classroom; then discusses hOw-each'problem.can be-Ovetcome,_ The
implementation'of such.a:Trogram at an elementary school in North Dakota

explained.



BAILEY, Anne V,;-and Youakeepet; Geraldine.,'"Does IndiVidualiied Read
Affect Other Subject Areas ?" -49(Jan. 1972), 37-43.

Discusses a.atudY which examined teachers opinions-About individualized,
reading and'its,effect'on pupils' achievement in- other subject areas.
Results of the-study support the "premise that indiVidualized reading
increases.pupils' comPetency in science, social studieS, and math.,

223.*' D1JKER, Sam. "Master's Studies of IndividUalized Heading-II. 47

'11

May 1970).,--655-660.
Lists 115 theses dealing with indiVidualized reading instrdction., Also
attempts to group this list into possible subtopics such as individualized
Teeding in first grade informal reading inventOry procedures, and case'

studies.

I(

tk,

224. FILLMER,'Henry T. and Griffith, Sue. "Guidelines, for .a System - Wide?.

P' Reading Program." 50(Mar. 973),'455-458. ,
-.

:--7

Lists,aneexpleins 12 guidelines for individualizing reading instruction.

- -

225. FOERSTER, Leona, "Personaliiing Reading Instruction'
,

50t.M
.,

ar. 1973),,.

Contends, theta successful'reeding program must be relevant and perSonallY

meaningful to each learner. Thid is more poSsible today through

muli'imedia multicultural, and multiethnic programs.

226. HILL, Charles H.; and Methot, Kathleen. "Making an Important Transition."

51(Sept. 1974),x842-845. '

Presents a study of first graders, from a structured reading program who

-'made a transition to individualized reading, in Which trade books, were

used CoMments on these four aspects of lite individualized program:
,

sustained silent reading, one-to-one conference, independent follow-up

writing, and student attitude. Concludes-that a stronCdecoding program,

followed by individualized reading using, trade books,sems to be a goodseems
,._

combination.

HUNT, Lyman C., Jr ,"Six Steps to the Individualized,Reading Program (I

48(Jan. 1971), 27-32.
Discusses six-seqUential steps necessary to plan a successful individualized

reading prograM: (1) classroom environment; (2) silent Or quiet reading time;

(3) instructional guidance; (4) book talks and conferences; (5) skill.

development; and (6) records add evaluations.'The unique values resulting

are: (1) exploratory detective-type.reading; (2) uninterrupted sustained

silent reeding,the ultimate reading skill.; (3) self-direction in the world

of print; and (4) love of books.

228. JOHNSON, Joseph "Management of an Individualized Rehding Instru ion

anda.earning program." 50(Sept. 1973), 875-880.
Presentsa management model for the individualization of reading
instruction and learning which has several advantages over more
traditional schemes:, (1) it meets individual student differences; (2)°i

can be. used by teachers with differing. teaching styles and- levels of

experience; (3) it does not restrict the use of materials; and (4) it is
sufficiently generic to merge with_most reading programs.



229. SANACORE, 'Jbseph.: "On -going Evaluationof Behevioral Objectives;:and
individualized Reading Instruction." 50(May. 1973), 465-468, 488.

Describes a reading program based on the following criteria: (1) the

continuous assessment of reading objectives;-(2) the:teaching of skills to,

achieve these objectives; atid.(3) the utilization of-individualized

reading instruction.

0 --SCHUBERT,'Delwy -G. 'Individualized
441-444.

Contends that individual differences in reading
self-directed program.

.

SERWER, Blanche L. and,$tolur w, Lawrence N. "Computer-Assisted Learning

Lagdage Arts." 47(May 1970); 641650.
Reviews e-computer-basedinstructional,system developed by the Harvard

CoMputer-Aided Instruction Laboratory. Its goal is to individualize

instruction with theuge of the computer.' The program consists of, four

main'eteps: (1) diagnosis- withon-l.ine and off-line testing instruments;
(2) prescription of an individualinstructional Sequence developed for

each child; (3). remediatidn or treatment by. selecting appropriate

instructional materials; and (4) enrichment and maintenance of skills and

knowledge.'

Self-Directed, Correction. 50(Mar.

can be met by an individualized

2321 WHEELER, Alan H. '"A SystematiC Design for individualizing Reading

50(Mar. 19,73) ,445-449.

,
Outlines concepts and ideas which can,assist teachers-in initiating and

implementing a more personalized' approach to reading instruction:

233. YLISTO, Ingrid,. 'Individualized Reading Instruction - Facon de Parier"

49(May 1972), 740-745. ti

Discusses the various factors essential for implementing an individualized

reading,program: (1) knowledge of individual behavior and language growth; and (2)

_understanding that the learning process is delf-directed, self-balancing,

and serf-enhancing,

Ste:Alani-0 129, 368, 419..

Grouping for InstrUction

234. ,HARRISEeecher 1h "No Labels, Please'"` 5'3.(Nov./Dec. 1976) ; 906-910.

Arueavthat labels assigned to children, however intended, are baci-Tor

fOur reasons:,, (1) they are. made within the extremely narrow context of

learning and conforming; (2) every label is a judgment; (3) every label is

a judgment Of,comparativeperSonal Worth; and (4) labels tincrto shape the

life of'the child. Concludes that _children should be regarded as people,

each with a:personality, an individuality, a sliape.

.235-. JERNIGAN, Mary L.J Centers Approach to-Reading Instruction-51(Sent. 1974

858-860. ,

Describes the organization of reading centers, their advantages for the

-teacher and'child, and activities 'and materials that'Ican be used,



236. ',am, Wilmaa H. "Some Less .co only' Used Forms of Grouping." 48 (Dec. 1971),

989-992: '
,

Deacribes, some' of the less ,common forms .of grouping: ';._ (1) needs
,,,

groups; (2 interest groups; (3) research groups; (4)- tutorial greups1 (5)

the Joplin Plarqf(6) _departmen, talized 'teaching; (7)' Che Angraaed priMary,

plan; (8) multigrade, and multiage grouping; and (9) the al progress' ,

plan.

237. NEUFELD, Karen.. "A Kaleidoscopic Reading Organization Plan." . 52(May 1975),

673-675.
Demonitrates how existing reading organization plats can be

,
create- a new p-plan to fit articular needs.particular

See 'Also: 181.

-_aterials for -Teaching

,

238, RISSETT,- Donald "Literature in the ClassreoM".0 50(May 1973) ,. 729-73
Discueses the advantages of paperbacks as Classroom reading material.advantages .of .

Lis ts. sources for obtaining paperbacks; boOk. clubs, mass market

publishers, and trade publishers. ±Genc11.1aes:that teachers can help ,make,
paperbacka, acceSsible to children by studying _what is 'available,.

considering ways hookS-can be brought to ,children, and_ learning how- to"

purchase paperbacks.. .

adapted to

239. CLEGG 2
Luther B. , "Baai Bea, Black Sheep, .Have You Any News?" 53(0c

791-792.
L.

,

Explores the sensationaligm of newspaper ,headlines. Presents, some

headlints:.which, might have appeared In recent newspap ers in connection

with' certain nursery 'rhymeb.

. .

240. COOK, Jimmie E. "If it's SRA, It Must Be' Friday." 53(Apt..

391. e -

Emphasj. zes,i the need for .careful evaluation-before purchasing material 'to

suppleMent the reading program. Describes the' intended and possible uses

of several popular ..supplementary materials.

241. OFORTH, Prances S.; and West,, William W. Should Teachers,Handle

the Literature Students- are Reading?" 52(Nov./Dec. 1975), .1135-1140;

Discusses four major -responSiblities related to selecting ,books for, class

instruction: (1) to the students;- (2): to the educational program; (3) to

the educational _systet; and (4)- to the greater community. c)Examines3the-

problem of community censorship. Presents a bibliography of books that are

popular with middle schoolers hecause they deal with Miediate concerns.

and needs. (B)
1

.1242.* HAMILTON,_Harlan. "TV TieIns-As a Frldge to' ooks." 3(Feb. 19764-:

129130. -

OUtlints a study deSigned to discover if studentsprefer:te read books:
relating to.television programs (TV tie-ins). ;Results indicate.that

students:chose to read TV tieins-significantly-more often than they chose

dther books. Contends that-the use of tie - iris As reading material is
,

one way toT avoid the threat to reading that television poses.



HARDIN, William J..,anclOorbin Don D. "Motivation and the'Lhwly Workbook,

50(Apri:" 1973),:563564.
'Contends that workbooks can be motivating -to a student only if the student,

has,enough expertise to cope successfully with each workbook exercise.

244.- HAASE, Elda. "Instructional Uses for 'Supermarket' Books." -52(4r. 1975),

'499-502.
Suggests. that ineXpens e books found in supermarkets-can-be used, toteach

students "to classy literature and to identify various characteristics 9f

Hee Also: 11 103,235 411, 435.

Readability Of Materials

245. "Everything.You'Always Wantecl-To Know About Readability

''0,,but'Were,AfNaidTo Ask. ". 48(May-1971),: 442-443.

Explains that all readabilitTIormdlas are probability' statements.

Defines What,readability'isn'tas-well as what it is.

246. BOTEL, Mbrton; and CranoWeky, Alvin, "A Formula for Measuring Syn6aCtib

,CoMplexitY: 'klDirettional Effort." 49(Apr,,:1972), 513-516..

Discusses-the.Syntactic Complexity-Formula,_,develOpeOtormeasure the

iyfitactitqcbmplexity of a sentence. The syntactic complexity of a passage
,

-is-the mean of the complexity counts of the sentences evaluated.
thebry,":-procedure,-and uses.of thig forMula are also,explained.

-

247.* JONGSMA'Eugene A. "The` Difficulty of Children's 'hoes: tihratiahe',

JudgmentilVersusFormula Estimates."' 49 (Jan. 1972) ,' 20-26.

Deacribes a study which_, investigated the" extent to which 'librarians could

judge the difficulty of children's -books ;as compared 'to difficulty

estimates renderedby various readability formulas. Concludea that

Llihrarians,can determine the difficdlty of children's, hooks as well as most

readability-formulas.

248. MANZO, Anthony 'V. "Readability,: A Postscript." 47(Nov. 070), 962-965;

Recommends a moratorium on readability research. The primary- reaions for

this recommendation are: _(1) the formulas have inherent problems causing

variability- in predictions;:(2)the research is uni7dimensional; (3) the

formulas are divOrc6A from the reader's purpose and experience; and (4)moat

uses of a' readability formula arefulfilled-almost"as well withqut one.

-0.Tiews readability formulas as very limited,in value.

249. SCHAFER, Paul J. :"The Readability, of the Newbery Medal Books." 53(May 1976),

-557-559. ni

'Presents the'rsults of applying the Botel
:+

and Fry readability formulas to
,

hooks awarded Newhexy Medals from 194071973,-

-250.- TIBBETTS Sylvia-Lee.-Ilow Much4Should:We Expect Readability Formulas =Do ?"

50(Jan. 19734-,7-76. .

.
,

. ,

Contends that critics of roadability formulas should expend their efforts

deterMining what readability formulas can:dd rather ,than what. they cannot

do.



-Dictionaries/Referene Books.,

75,1. COOK, Jimmie E.. -" "Teacher _rvival. The Dictionary." _0(06t. 1976)

755-457.,
Outlines a su,cessful strategyfor'developing language awareness in

reluctant readers. Suggests exploration of the dictionary as a

springboard for'' investigation of 'etymology; slang, acronym_ and blend-

words.

Mary Louise. "Improve the
13fferS?Several dictionary skills
be funanethat dictionary work'
are6cited &natural_ results of

-NELSON; Raedeane,M,:
--884-887, 896. sL

Advocates that teachers and-librarians should belpJstudents developSkill

in locating-information. :Itetomtendsseveral successful,activities.
,

Dictionary "Image. 48(Mar.. 1971), 863-365.

games to_ teach children 'that,words can

is fun.oEn husiagivand vocabulary growth

such games,

Getting Children into Reference,Books. 50(Sept. 1973

Children's Literature,

AqalyseSof Children"s,Li eratur

General

CuLtiNAN,-,:.Bernice E. ,"Reality Re in Children's Li eratu e;" 51

(Mar'. 1974); 415-419:'
Reflects on. the,former' demand for relevance in children's literature and

the'curren resistance to this-relevancenow Olat it has occurred.

Whether_reelitypr fantasy;- a book has quality if the 'characters are
,,.believable and if it eVokes an intense personal response.

PARLEY, Carol. "Philosophy Via Fiction." 53&eb 1956), 168-171, 205.

Maintains that disCussions about values and beliefs should be a - -part of

the elementary language arts, program. Books of serious fiction can be

good starting points for such discussions. _Examines children's books

written by pie author for their Philosophical content.

,

256. 'FOX, .,"Only Words, 52(Apr,.1975), 439-441, 475: '

-

Mpint4ins'thatchildren's literature is. becoming too moralistic

offering simple solutions to complex human problems. Urges Writers,of

imaginative fiction to make an effort 'to enter `into the "being" Of their

subjeCis.

157, GUILEOILE, Elizabeth. "Two Hundred Recent. PictUre Books and Picture Story

,Books." 48(Dec,-1971), 970981. '

-Contains an annotated4isty books for children, between the ages of 2 and

10 -,published between :1967-1 70. (B)

258. HALEY,,Beverly A.; And Donelson,'Kenneth L. "Pigs and, Hamburgers, Cadavers

and Cam= Rays: Paul Zindel's Adolescents." 51(Oct;'.1914), 941-945.
_

Examines the theme6 and valUes..found-in Zindel'S three novels, Ihe-Pikmani-
.

My Darl My Hamburger, I Never Loved Your Mind, and one drama, The

-.Effect of Gamma_ Rays onMan-in-the -Meon Mari,pl s.



JOHNpON' G.S. 'Going Down Under?"' 51(MA 1974 432434.
Annotates,childrees trade books about Australia acCiording

that country, (B)

LADEVIGH,,Laurel. "ERIC/RCS Report: Determining Literary Quality:An

Children's Literature." 510ct. 1914, 983-986, 989.
Contends that teachers should be aware of what constitutes quality-in

literature. Discusses aspects'of literarrquality offered in,several

boo

261. MILLER, D,D.; Williams, Susan; and Williams, Ronald. "Childrem's -Literature

in the Soviet Union." 53(May 1976), 531-535.
Analyze.; the children's literature most popular in the Soviet Union.

SurVeYs examples of literature from four groups: (1) stories basecion the
the-old talea; -(2) adaptetionsIfor children of the gregt works of Russian
literature; (3) original. writings for children; and (4) translations from

Western literature Or'from the literature of other nationalities, within,

the Soviet Union.

POSKANZER, Susan Cornell. -"Thoughts on C.S. Lewis and the Chronic

-Narnia," 53(May 1976), 523-526.
Suggests that the works ofG.S. Lewis are enjoyed?by young readeis because

-Lewis' child characters are well -develaPed and raal,while his adult
characters are one - dimensional; also contends that readers are charmed by

Lewis' use of animals. Concludes that the U.S.-Lewis books can be a

powerfUl vehicle inany language arte ft-ogre:P..

263. SCHWARTZ, Albert V. "Edith Segal: Friend and Poet." '50(Nov./Dec. 197

1223 -1227.
Maintains that Segal's PoetryYis a reflection of her life and credo.

SUPports this positiorrby.excerpting,various poems.

SIDERIUS, parbara.- "Goody TWOphoes: Morality Through

37-40.
Exatines-the work-of John Newbery,, who wia the firpt to write a collection

of books .;that were fir, children. Demonstrateahow Newbery was able to

infect humor into his morel lessonsthus making them or palatable tomaking

usement ' 53(Jaa...1976),

children. P

265. SMITH, Elaine Campbell.-="Short Reviews of Children' -Booka 48(Dec. 197

10184023.
4yovides an.annotated 'list-of 23 books published in 1971 for children in

grades K-9. . (B)

266. STANEKLou Willem "The Junior Novel: Stylistic Study." 51(Oct. 1974)-,

947-953,--
,Compares and Contrasts-the authors",use of language, description, and plot

, in three ,junior navels: Why Not Join the Giraffes? (Hope Campbell), I
Never Loved Your--Mind (Paul Zindel), and TI-ejeaht111_IokeMe (Mary

'StOlz).



267. STEIN, Ruth M. "Book remarka: A Personal View of Curren_ Juvenile Literature_ _

53(Sept.-1976), 695-703.,!. , .

Presents the author's responses, reactions,., and recommendatiens for,the

of recently published picture story books, realistic fiction, and poetry.

268. EGMAN, Sister Rose Miriam. "Newbery Books Then and Now: --.,An,Appraisal."

49(Nov. 1972), 973980,- -

Explores the'differendes -Among books receiving-the Newbery award-over the

decade and those:which. received the-award during"the first-ten'years
,

.-themedal was given, CoMpares,tWenty,booksin the areas Of---typei'appeal,

,;setting and-characterization; theme, format, and StVie... Concludes that
, .

agreement-among critics on-"great";beoks will,alwaya be rare.-

269.* -WHITEMary'Lbu. A,Structural,,Description of_ -

52(Apx.. 1975), 495498, 42.

Describea'findings.of author's attempt to determine if certain internai

''

and external,stary elements_ Within picture storybooks have the

potential for teaching literature. Provides information.which may be
-

useful:in developing -effective methods for-teaching literature to

children. 0

See Also: 249, 336, 413

Stereotypes/Sexiam

BINGHAM, Jane; "The Pictorial, reatment of Afto-AMericans Books_ or

Young Children1930-1968.:" 48(Nov. 1971), 880-885.

Reports how Afro-Americans have -been depicted in picture book illustrations

in erms of their physical characteristics, environmental conditiong, adult

roles, and interactions with other 'characters. Results auggest that a

greateramount-of variety in thereatment of Negro characters needs to be

included in children's literature. Results also indioilte that more books_

with Negro characters need to be'published.

BURKE, Virginia M. "Mummy Didn'tMean.No Harm." 53(Mar. 1976), 272 -2

Argues that children's literature reflects the liMitations,
AnsenOtivities, biases, and fantasies of,adult writers,. Traces the
Historical. acceptance of the "!'Little, BlackSambo" story. Emphasizes that

children must be' instructed in the,realities of minority images and that

minority authors:and illustrators may have the expertise and sensitivity

to do this.

_

-

272. DIETERICH, Daniel J. 1BRIC/RCSReport: 'Books that lie and lullabYe.'"

49(Nov.'1972), 1000-1009'.
.

Maintaini that language arts teacherS''must be-vigilant in their seleetion

of books for students, because many.books "lie" (present racial and/or
,

sexist.stereotypea):and pluilabye" (present_the Stereotypes in an

insinuative, innocuous manner). Abstracts ERIC,documents 'which are

commentaries on and bibliographies of children's books-.

273. DONLAN Dan. "The Negative Image of Women In Children Literature

4§Ttpr. 1972), 604411.
Maintains that women are portrayed somewhat negatively



rhyes and folk tales. A young child's image of what is read to him/her

be in sharp contrast to the child's perceptions of the roles Of iqomen,

in today' society.

274. FISHER, Laura. "All Chiefs,iNo Indians: What Children's 'Hooks Say About

American Indians." 51(Feb. 1974), 185-189.
Critically evaluates various children's'books dealing with the Americen

Indian. (B)

175. HESTER, Nellie. "Textbook Analysis and Community Action." 2(May 1975),

712-714.
Maintains-that a major task ahead for teachersis help

students detect racist.and sexist stereotyping in literature and

discover how it distorts'reality., Reports on6programs currently in

operation that' deal with this problem.

276. JENKINS, Esther C. "Multi-Ethnic Literature; Promise and Problems

50(May 1973), 693499.
Contends that schools have riot been successful at adapting to the needs of

children from varions'cultures. Suggests a two -part solution to the

problem: (1) adaptation of good multi-ethnic literature programs in

Schools; and (2) preservice and inservice programs designed to make

teachers aware of the needs of%-children from various cultures.

277. O'DONNELL, Holly Smith. "ERIC/RCS Report: Sexism in Language.

50(Oct. 1973), 1067-1071. ,

Maintains that sexism in language manifests,itself through the structure

of the language, the lexicon,'and associations oi connotationa linked with

certain words. Surveys ERIC documents which examina'.sexist language in

children's readers.

=

4 . ,

178, 'PARKER, Fat. "In Review: ,HuManand anti-humanVanes' in Children's Hooks:

. A C ntent RA= n ns_ ument or Educator

53(0c 976),' 810-814.

ReViews -and anti' - human -- Values in Children's Boo

Retina Itrument for Educators and Concerned Parents (N.Y.: Council on

Interracial.Books for Children, 1976). The book's-premise is that

ehildren'i'literature should serve society as a change-agent. Criteria,

for selecting,or rejecting children's'booksAon this basis are presented.,

and Concerned Parents

-A Content

279. SCHON,-isabel. "Lookingat,Books:about. Latin Americana.!53(Mar. 1976); 26717

Charges, that.manY American-authors ,miinnderstandmisinterpret, or ,

implify,othercultures4, Critiques- children's hooka about Mexico from the

ollowing_Categories:_4poverty, Middle class, Nexican traOitionand'_

holi4ays, and,bingraphies. -, ConclUdea.that although biographies provide

some understanding About,MexlcOF more realiatibooke are needed:,

280.* SINGH, Jane MI,. "Language Education and Children's Literature. ".,

52(May 105),..721-724. _

ContendS:thati.children's firstrexperienCes !ith-literature'play a part in
_

: developing attitudes aboucself and others. DesCribes a project 'at

Pennsylvania State UniyersityTdesigneclto evaluate early children's

literature for gross, stark stereotypes, subtle distortions; and omissions

in reference to ethnic groups.; Examples are given.



STOODT, BarbaraJ) , and ignizio, Sandra, "The Amer

Literature." 53(Jan. 1476), 17-21.
Prebents the results of a research study evaluating the
the Ameiican Indian-in primary and intermediate books.
portrayal OfAmerican Indians hds evolved some; buttha
still exist in current books. (B)

Indian in Children's

representatiorrof
Contends that the
many inaccuracies

Paulin Wee. "Promoting Understanding of Chinese-Arne can Children."

53(Mare:' 1976) 262-266.
MAintains that most juvenile literature and textbooks do not credit Asian-
Americans for their-COntributionsto the development of the United States.
Presents an annotated bibliography,of-intermediate andAunior high books
which provide accurate information about-Chinese-Americans in the-United
.States. (B)

TOWNSEND, Mary Jane: "Taking the War Bonnet: _American Indian Literature.

53(Mar. 1976), 236-244.4)
.Contends that the image of theAmerican Indian is changing,in conrempOrary
children's literature. Analyzes fiction written for children during the

past decade which demonstrates this modified attitude. Concludes that
realistic fiction about Atherican Indians can help children understand some,
oUthedifficulties of being an Indian in n-this society, as well'as what it
is,likete be i Member of any minority group., (B)

284. An,' Nancy':
Contends that
portrayals of
opinions is a
censorship: of

"Feminism and Censorship. ". 53(Mays1976)', 536-537

good books can have both litevary quality and accurate
females.'' Suggests that presenting balance between differing
better solution to the problem of sex-stereotyping than is

offensive,books.

285.* YAWKEY Thomas D. anclY4Wkeyi Margare Analysis of Picture Books ."

(May,1-976), 545-548.
-Wortethe resalts of a studrdesigned to examine sexist, racist,cand
socio- economic stereotyping in young` children's picture books publi6hed

prior to and after 1465. Results showed statistically significant (p.<05)
Aifferences between: old and new books using the variables of race and
socio-economic status of main characters; no differences were found, using

sex as-a variable. Concludes that while attempts have - been -made co" 9

correct some common stereotypes, children's picturebooks do not portray

eqUality between the sexes.

See Also: 217 2204'380, 40.

Analysesig Single Works_

286; GALBRAITH, Lachlan' N. "MarjorierKinnan Rawlings' The Secret River.

52(Apr. 1975), 455-459. '

Argues that the trend toward "new realise in children's literature may

be - leading children away from fine traditional literature: myths, folk-

tales, and epics. Contends that this trend is a reflection of Adult

anxieties about problems currently afflicting our society. Author dis-

cusses what he considers an "irrelevant" work, buta masterpiece: The

Secret Riyer by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. Urges teachers to make this

book and others like it Available to students.-



N, Francis J. "Another Look a

96 -970.
Discusses the'book Harriet,the SPY in tel
as i writer-as well as a person.

Harri e t the Spy." 51(Oct. 1974),

of Harriet's development

KY, Janet B. "Portrait of a Pioneer. 53(Jan.. 1976), 51 -55.

nes thecharacterizatinn of Pa Ingalls throughout the Laura Ingalls

Wilde books. Concludes -that Pa is_representative of the'hest of the

late p_ eers and that such a-complete characterization can breathe-life

into_,a istorical period.
:-

289., NELSON, Do hy, D, "Johnny Tremain--A Natural!;" 53(Jan.\1976) 5 ., .

Suggests that a'study of Johnny remain'would help'students learn more

about their he tae and themselves.
,.-

_ST, .Jon C. Artistry of Blue Willow. 50(May 973) 761 -765,

839.
=Discusses structure-4 setting, and symbolism as three literary devices

used successfully in um Willow. Concludea that the botik is a uni-

,versal story of a chit s-need for'security and of the courage the

Child so, often exercise 43achleve it.

STOTT, Jon C. "Anatomy Masterpiece. The Borrowers." 53(May:1976)

538-544;-'1 e
Suggests that the concept- o ,,,"seeing" and:such related ideas as "in-

sight"and "appearance" are central to unifying The- Borrowers effec-

tively and giving it depth of Meaning Provides many examplea-from

the text of the novel.

Thematic Analysis

Ani

292. -BYRNE, Barbara. "Cats

Summarizes, identifies
seven books about cats.

eratu e. -,51(Oct. A974), 955-958;
and includes literary critiques for

FARMER, Lipab.
Suggests that so
are sulth shy// and

about rabbits.

"Rabbit _ Children's:Boo_ 53(May4976),'527-530.

many:Tabb stories haye been written because rabbits

commen.-animals; Summarizes the plotsof many stories

(B)
,21

294. GIORDONinitra. "Animals and Adolescenta. 49(Mar.

Lists variousanimalhooks for,young teens which may
'literary bridge,between a familiar theme in children

and new themes, ideas, and philosophic (B)

LIVO, Norma J. "Varia
214

1972) 4 460-465.
serve as a good
S books

on-a Themed - Frogs." 53(Feb. 1976), 193-190,

Contends that any topic_canTrovide an exciting and enjoyable reading/

langtiage experience.-'.Using the topic "frogs" as an example;-reYiews

boih.print and Acmprint materials for potential,enjoyment and use as

skill builders. (B).



RKOWSKY, Juliet Kellogg. "Why Anthropomorphism in Children's Litera-

thre?" 52(Apr. 1975)-, 460-464,466.
SuggeSts reasons, why an,author orchildren's books may dress'animals or

make:them talk. Also describes how four outstanding authors use differ-

ent types of anthropomorphism,

TULLY, Deborah-Shields.' 7Nature Stories-- Unrealistic Fie 51(Mar.

1974), 348-352.
Contendsthat several nature stories for children,are not realistic in
their portrayal of animal life. These stories give human feelings to
animals; stereotype certain animals as good or bad, and misinform
readers about animal habit's and tea ts.

Death

Rmbin
701705.

-
Suggests that death, is depicted in a variety. -of ways in_bo ks for chil-

dren. ffers an annotated bibliography intended to assist teachers and
_

pare in theJisearch for books with pertinent viewpoints about death.

"Death As Presented in Children' Books." 56(May-1913),

299. DELISLE, Robert C.; and Woods,Abigail S. "Death and Dying in Children's

Literature.: An Analysisof Three Selected Works." 53(Sept. 1976),

= 683-687.
Analyzes Charlotte's Web, The Magic Moth, and A Taste of Blackberries in
light of Kubler-Ross'theories about death and dying. Concludes that the

three books illustrate a variety of portrayals of death, some of which,
arc9supportive, some confusing. Cautions educators to conduct similar
analyses before recommending books about death to children.

60. MORRIS, Barbara. "Young Children and Books on Death. 51(Ma . 1974),

395-398. 11

Suggests that research has not adequatelY, explored the feelings of young

children toward death. Books dealing with the reality of death may only
be appropriate for children who are interested and mature enough to under-

stand.'

301. ROMERO, Carol. "Children Death and Literature." 53(Sept. 1976), 674-r

678.
Traces the development of ,concepts about death. Discusses the treatment

of death fh children's'literAture. Presents aiselected bibliography,of

primary and intermediate books that treat death commendably. (B)

SWENSON,- Evelyn J. "The''Treatment-of-Death In Children's Literature."

49(Mar. 1972)., 401 -404..
Describes hew four books present death to' children in an interesting and

skillful way. -These'books represent:a healthier and more honest approach

than the-squeamish Skirting of-the subject that has characterized much of

twentieth-century juvenile literature, (--iThege four hooks are: (1)

Madeleine L'Engle's Meet the Austins, 1960; (2) Ruth Harnden'S The High

Pasture, 1964; (3) Irene_ Hunt's Up a Road Slowly, 1967; and- (4) pearl

Buck's The-Big Wave, 1947.

See Also: -332 410, 414.



ARNOLD, Linda. "Frofile: _Leo Lionni: Modern Fabulist
704-708. ,

Argues that fables have endured because theik underlying truths are still
meaningful.- Leo Lionni may:be considered a modern, fabulist-because he

= .

o-constructs his tales, around the mostcrucial problem facing ,people today:
survival. Many of Lionni's books are reviewed with regard to this theme:-

KIRKTON, Carole Masley.'' "NCTE ERIC Report: Once Upon a Time... Folk
(Dec._Tales and Storytelling." 46 1971), 1024-1032.

Discusses the impact -that' the world of magic and-imagination has upon-the.
primary. child. Also provides'abstractsof three,ERIC documents Which deal
with '"once upon,a Contains the effects offolk tales,

upon children; the second covers the art of storytelling and folklore in
children's games; and the third presents a detailed curriculum for grades
' through 6 based on folk literatnre.

305. O'DONNELL, Holly. "ERIC/RCS Report: Reading about-kmerica through Folk-
,

lore." 53 (Jan. 1970_, 41-9.
Summarizes ERIC-documents which offer background in folklore and provide
suggestions for inCcrporating.the-study of folklore into the elementary'

,

school classrooi.

306. :RICNARDSON, Carmen C -"The Reality of Fantasy ' 53(May 1976), 549-5

563,
uggests that'somecommon-elements of fantasy stories can help young

children deal with the realitieS of life.: The' unrealistic.settings and;,
0-.

. -
, .

larger-fthan-life bharactera,in fantaay stories allow children'toexplOre-
the'Problems and joy, be"Inhuman in aiunthreatening'atmosphere.

--

307. YOLEN,Jane. "The Modern M:fihmakers."--53(May,11976), 491-495.
;i Compares some traditidnal and modern folk tales; Concludes that authors

of children's boOks, especially those Who write' fairy and folk tales, are
,

the new mythmakern.

308. DONELSON, Kenneth L.,"So e Adoleatent Noyels .About tine West: An Anno-

tated Bibliography," 49(MaY1972), 735-739.
Provides annotations forfifty-Inine,adolescent western novels. Reading

-0
_these novels will enable students to gain an understanding-'8ftthe_West
and an appreciation of the cultural clashes that were inevitable, in the,

,,.309. GAY, Carol 'Childrens Literature and the, B centennial. " ; 3(Jan. 1976),

11,...16.
T5

,
Maintains'that theABicentennial celebratibli-offers studenta a rarechance
to gain a sense of-lialues'and a sense of past,- Recommends'thtt
teachers select books with fitekary-quality for developing classroom units.
Suggests several hooks relating to American history, that couldiheused

,

in Bicentennial units (B)
I

,



310.1 NATARELIA, Margaret A. "The United 'States: A Hist r cal Travelog.'

53(Jan. 1976), 34-36.
Suggests that hooks offer children' the opportunity to 'travel" through the

historyof the United States. Surveys a collection of,children's books

that can help today'syouth learn about their historical counterparts. (B)

Minorities

ABEL, Midge B. "American Indian LifeAs Portrayed. in Children

..Liter ure."- 50(Feb. 1973)', 202-208.
COntends thatlood literature is an effectiVe way to heliP:Inolatt

become proud of their heritage, ExaMines the evolution of.

books,about American Indians by analyzing - children's books al°

life published since` 1960. (B)

312. ARCHER, Marguerite P.. "Mino

49(May 1972), _746749'.
Lists books within categories of various cultural minorities: -APpalachian,

children

ribal

n Eagy Reading Through Third

Central European, ChinepeAtericen, Italian; Japanese7

',American, Jewish, Negr4 African, Pennsylvania-German, Portuguese, Tuert'IS

Rican, SPanish-American,'Jand:West Indian. (B)

REED, nda. "ERIC/RCS Report: MultirEthnic Literature and the Elemen-

tary School Curriculum." =53(Mar. 1976), 258-261.

'Reviews ERIC documents concerned with the, use of multi-ethnic,literature

at the-elementary level.- :,Documents_ surveyed are related to censorShip

considerations ,-bibliographies,pfmulti-ethnic literature-, and techniques

for incorporating multi- ethnic literature into the elementary school
tr

curricU14. 1,

and Violence

314- GIBLIN, es C. "Violende: Factors Considered,by,a Children's Book

Editbr.' 49(Jan. 1972) 64-67. -

Maintainsthat booki can,explore ,two kinds of violence external violence

in the;wold-and theointernal potentiaV for violenoe. -A young reader

needs hel0 to perceive the connecting links between the two. Discusses

variouatfactors to consider when `dealing; with violence in children's books.

315. HOPKINS, Lee Bennett;-and Arenstein, Misha. "'Nervose of um?igal.11gi

,War and Peace in=,;Children s -Books. 48(May 1971), 4604o2.
DiscUsseaeight.boas fbr primary children centered around the abstract

terms "war" and "peace." Each book presents "pro-life anti-violence"

oriewpoint.

316. :MANESS, Mary. "War Is Gloribus:

1976),, 560-563.

Wands Hell:% War Is Absurd." 53(May

Analyzes fictiOnal war stories about World War II, the Korean conflict;,

and the.Vietnam War.to discover the treatment of war, in children'
., ,

literature.- n-Cludeathat,,,,"we have-run:the gamot...in the treatment o
-- .

. .

war war is` -rious, war is ,hell, war is absurd."
,\



317.* McCRArKEN, Glenn. "Violence and Deception in Children'S Literature."
49(Mar. 1972), 422-424.

Cites:a study-of 33 teachers and 283 parents who felt they endured no ill

effects iron reading .fairy tales as children. Results refute Dr. Francis
A. Macnab's accusation that there is too much harmful' violence and

in children's classics.

48

Miscellaneous

318. ARTH, Alfred A.; and Whittemore, Judith D. "Selecting Literature for
Children that Relates to life, The Way It Is." 50(May 1973), 726-

728, 744.
Argues that contemporary issues are not explored in ublic school litera-

ture. Presents a bibliography of trade books which deal w th some of the
realities of life that influence students. (B)

319. 'BIRD, Kathy. "The Value of Individualism." 5OOfay 1973),\07-714.
Suggests that American children's literature, past al-:d present, reinforces

'the value of -individualism. Discusses several books dealing with this

theme. Concludes that present,day-literature redefines the concept of
individualism 1so it may be applied more. neaningully to 'contemporary

society.

320. ,LINDBERG., MLry Anne. "Survival Literature in Children ,Fi

51(Mar. 1974), 329-335.
Recognizes the appeal that survival stories have for all people. A

sampling of sixty titles of survival literature for children ofivarioua

levels of reading ability is included. (8)

LLETT, Jerry T. "A S-Tscraper Building Scrapes Ait Pollution Out of the

Sky-I Think!" 52(Apr. 1979), 447-448. -

Uotes a current ecological trend in children's books and' media. Cites

examples from several sources,

It

322. RICH, Anita; and Bernsteinpanne "The Picture -Book Image of Entering

School." 52(Oct. 1975), 978-9 .

Surveys children's books dealing with. hildrenr *feelings andexperiences

as they go to school fgr the first time; locks are classified under

three M'ajor categories: (1) the image of the totally happy initial school
experience; (2) the image'oftninot'felra and mishaps.; and (3) the image of

major crises. .The author contends these books. have a-potential impact ,on.

youngsters and teachers.

323. SEERMAV, Carolyn. "Friendship As 'Portrayed in Children's Books."

52 -(Apr. 1975)

Explores various themes of` Friendship in 's books. Cites.many

'examples of books which deal wish the advantages, disathantagesoshort-

comings, and significance of friendship. '(B)

324, ,T'ROIKE, Dorothy. "Four Satires in Children. Literature." 50(May 1973

7157.17.

449-454, 4S4.

Examines four adult satires_ that are also enjoyed by children: The'4d

ventures of Huckleberry Finn (Dwain), Gulliver's Travels (Swift), Don

Quixote (Cervantes), and Animal Farm (Orwell), Concludes that children
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enjoy adult sati because they ca_ identify'c.itl the purpbse and vi

point of the s-atiriet,

See Also: 407.

Literature Units

325. BINGRAM, Jane M.; and Scholt, Gray e. "The Great Glass Slipper Search:

Using Folktales with Older Chi dren." 51(Oct. 1974), 990-998.
Encourages teachers to develop a unit on folktales from different countries

and have pupils examine row traditional tales change according to rte- -:-

country in which they are told. Supplies twelve variations of the

Cinderella tale.

326. BODEM, Marguerite. H. "The Role of- Fantasy in Children's Reading.

52(Apr. 1975),470-471, 538.
Reviews Ravenna Belson's categbrization of fantasy types. Suggests a

p eject for independent English studies at upper-elementary levels which

c 'relates Helsonts Categories with certain authors and their works.

327. CHAMMERSVDewey W.; and VanASSeq4rances. America the Beautiful."

48(Mar. 1971), 298-303.
Provides an annotated_ bibliography organized undg specific ecological

concepts designed to aid the primary teacher In a unit on ecology. (B)

328. CORLEY Patricia. "Paperbacks- A Unit forReading Appreciation." 5101Sr:

1974), 421-423.
Describes a uhit in which students read paperbacks:-of their choices.

Discusses the formation,of the unit, activities rewired, and pupil

response.

-329 COX, Mahala. "Children's Literature and Value:Theory." 51(Mar. 1'574),

' 355-359.
s- Describes how values c- 7.arification can be taught through children's
LiteratUreusingsuchactivitiasasdiscussionvalue sheets, and

character identification.

330. MORRISSEY, Hel4n. "lit1711LEJL.J2ItthaldV4, and Spanish-Surnamed F ur th-

Graders." 52(Apr. 1975), 569-570.
Describes a twZ-dimensional program for Spani0 surnamed children that

resulted in the.pliasurable sharing of great literary works: reading

orally to the students and involving then in activities designed to

emphasize the similarities betyeen many SpaniSh and English words.

PILLAR Arlene M. "Selected Greek Myths: A Critical Appreciation."

Describes a unit on Greek myths,. detailing objectives, teacher presen7

.tations, and student. ctivieles,

De)r ie. "Read ahout Death? Not MerI 53(Sept. 1976) 679-682.

Describes a reading unit for fourth graders dOaling with stories about

(4)

51(Mar. 1970, 427-431.
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333. STEGMALER, Norma K. "Teaching Interpersonal ommuni Through

Children's Literature."' 51(Oct. 1974), 927 -931.
Contends' that children can become aware,d4,sonflict\situations involving
wren siblings, and peer group members and develov sensitivity and
eta through children's Literature. Laiggests books and activities
for teaching these conflict situationa

hie of Children'S Author

BURNS, Paul C ..; anCHines, Ruth'. "Carolyn Haywood." 47(Feb.. 1970)) 172-175

Describes Haywood as an-author who set a new trend in childreq's Literature

h' story that were realistic, exciting, and funny. She ranks high

among favoriteauthors of children aged seven through ten. Her stories are

also good for reading to children. A list of her stories accompanies the

article. (B)`

335. CARLSON, Julie. "Sean:Lee Latham 'A. Memorable Person.'" 47(Feb. 1970),

281-284.
Latham has:written:plays for stage and radio, as well as over thirty books.

As an author of juvenile books, she has won several honors including
Newbery,Amard for aErij21LAr19yiL0. Her work ranges from tell-
,together stories for the very young to plays and biographies for older

elementary and junior high children.

336. CORNELL, Robert W. "Robert LawSon: For All Children." 50(May 1973),,

719-725, 738.
InolUdeS a review of Lawson's life and works;-,a1 ng,with comments on his

writing end illustrating techniques.

337. D'JRELL, Ann. "Frank Bonham. 51(Sept. 1974), 769-771.
Describes the thorough research that Bonham has conducted in order, to

write hid books.

338. HARMON,' Mary K. "Bernard Weber. 51(Sept. 74), 773-776.'

Describes Waber's growth as a=14- ter and i ator by eicanining his

published books.

339. HENRY, Marguerite. "A Weft of Truth and a titarp of Fiction." 51(Oct.

1974), 921-925.
Relates the interesting events that inspired riarguerite Henry' to write
the-children's book Sari lisataisa,L7h Medicine Stallion.

340. FIOPKINS, Lee Bennett. "Profile: An Interview with Garth Williams."

53(Oct. 1976), 806 -609.
Records an interview with Garth Williams, illustrator of many children's

books, including those of B.S. White and Laura Ingalls Wilder.

34 'JACKSON, Richard V. "Books That Blume: An Appreciatio- " 51 (Sept. 1974),

779-783..
Relates the author's satisfaction in working withjudy Blume, from t

editing to the fin'al publication of her books.

342./ KARL, Jean. Zilpha Keatley Snyder." 51(Sept. 1974), 785-789.
Describes the difficulties that Snyder encountered while revising fou

her manuscripts.



343. KELLER, John G. "Ellen and Me or The Editor as Fisherman's Wife." 51

(Sept. 1914), 791796. .

Relates how Ellen Conferd began her career writing picture books and how
she progressed to writing. popular novels for pro - teens.

344. WELDERRY, Margaret K. "Penelope Farmer: The Development of an Autho
-51(Sept. 1974), 799-805.

Relites discussions held between editor McElderry and author Farmer -

concerning style and word usage in her books.

45. OLSON, Barbara V. "Mary Norton and the Borrowers." 47(Feb. 1970), 185 -189.
Describes Norton's life and her wonderful imagination which is reflected
throughout her stories. Analyzes the books upon which Norton's reputation
as a writer rests: The Borrowers. These books are written with
meticulous attention to detail. The vocabulary makes demands upon upper-
elementary age children, while the prose,is rich enough for reading aloud.

346. KICRARDSON, Carmen C. "Barry Behn: Wizard of Childhood. ' 51(Oct. 1974) 975 -

976, 1002.
Briefly describes Behn s feelings about life and children and how these
feelings are expressed in his stories and poems.

347. TOOTHAKER, Roy E. "A Conversation'with Alberta Wilson=: onstant." 53(Jan. 1976),
23-26.

Presents Constant's views on writing and storytelling as well as biographic
information about her.

See Also: 263.

Evaluation

Evaluation of Students

General

348. ALEXANDER, 3. Estill; and Filler,' Ronald Claude. "Measures of Reading

Attitudes." .52(Mar. 1975), 376-378.
Discusses eight attitude measurement instruments that have been used
with success. Validity,

ikand
reliability'information is provided. '

349. BLUE, .rwginald. 7Accouni;abijity to Children." 52(Jan. 1973), 51-52, 72.
DiseUfizpes the useof criterioil-7referenced tests for assessing reading

performance.

350. BURGETT R.E.; and Glaser, N.A. "Appraising the Revised Standardized Reading
Test." 50(Jan. 1973),:71-74.

Suggests that research is needed to determine if revised standardized -
reading tests accurately approximate Lje content of classroom reading

-material s and acc6rately determine in uctional reading levels.

35.. EKWAIX,' Eldon E. dhod of Testing for the Various- -Consonant and.
Vowel Sounds." 50(3 qn. 1973), 41-43, 48.

Recommends using 'a method Imind in the Diagnostic Test Of Rx Reading
Program to test for student knowledge of various consonant and vowei

/

sounds.
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352. MEEHAN,,Trinita. "haInformal Modality Inventory." 51(Sept. 1974), 901 -904.

Presents the Informal Modality Inventory, designed to assess development

in visual, auditory, and/or manual learn: Describes how to use and

score the test.

See Also: 74, 151, 164,:387.

Informal Readin Inventories

353.* EKWALE, Eldon E.; Soils, Judy K. English; and Solis; Enrique Jr.

"Investigating Informal Reading Inventory Scoring Criteria."
SO(Feb. 1973), 271-274, 323.

Describes the use of a polygraph to determine the frustration level in

reading. Concludes that age, sex,-and ethnic group do not influence the

level at which a,reader becomes frustrated. Intelligence level, -

general reading level, and some perSonaittk characteristics do appear to

make a difference.

354. GTJSZAK, Frank J. "Dilemmas in Informal- ng A stsime ' 47(May 1970)

666-670.
Briefly discusses some of thp general dimensions of informal reading
inventory testing. 'Focuses on some perplexing dilemmas regarding

interpretation, including the unwillingness of many reading authorities

to accept BettsI levels. of reading Proficiency- and the lack of consistency::

in marking word recognition errors froM the oral reading selections

355. HOLLANDER; Sheila K. . "Why's

f:51(Sept. 1974), 905-907.
Defends the usefulness of-IRIfs
individual te,:ting situation pr

Busy Teacher Like You Giving an IRI?"

as opposed to standardized tests. the

des more Information than group tests.

356. LIVINGSTON, award F. "Measuring and Teaching Meaning with an Info- a

Readin Inventory." 51(Sept. 1974), 578-879, 895..

Contends t an'informal reading inventory should be based on the same

skills that should be taught: literal comprehension, interpretation,

and critical reading. Offers suggestions for types of questions in each

category.

357. MARQUARD, Richard L. "Reading Levels-A SeCon_ Look." 1973), 95 -96, 102.

Contends that the primary purpose for the estimation-of a reading level is

not to-determine"dstatus, but to establish a point from wlricb to effect a

change in instruction.

358. S TM, Edwin H.; Guice, Billy 144, and Cheek, Martha C. "Informal Reading

Inventories for the Content Areas: :Science and

659666. '

bematics." 49(May 1972),

Explores the problems in determining student reading levels in the content,
areas. Includes abstracts of science and Mathematics informal reading
inventories.from the uncompleted Smith-Guice manuscript li.ri--.13e-Nnetital'leacl

Readirls. These inventories should be supplemeuLed with-an inforMel inventory
from the.content text used.



Evaluation of Pro a

359. RILLERICH, Robert L. "Accountability and the Teaching of Reading.'
52CMay 1975), 681 -687,- 700.

Reports the pros and cons of current trends in accountability in reading:
performance contracting, behavioral objectives, and criterion-referenced
testing. Suggests that the trend in "accountability syndrome" has positive
aspects, but cautions educators not to initiate ntructures'without
considering the necessary changes in the internal works or day to day
operation- of classrooms.

360. JOAIISODI, Glean; ILika JoSepl; and Stenning, Walter. "The Application of
a Category System is theantent Analysis of a Reading Prograth."
50(Sept, 1973), 861-864, 874.

Presents and explains a set of 13 categories intended to, ass t educational
personnel in the content analysis of reading programs.

361. ,N.c.r.E. Cammitt . "Forum: Guidelines-to Evaluate the English

Component in the Elenient<ary School Program. ", 53(Oct.-1976),

828-838.-
Presents guidelines which elementary- and middle schools can use to assess

their language arts programs. The guidelineaare divfded horizontally to
represent the following concerns with the various areas of the language
arts curriculum; generalaspects, listening, speaking,-,reading, and

writing. The guidelines are also categorized vertically,/ with columns
of concerns for individual' and group differences, principles of language
learning, and obfectives and evaluation.

362. NITI-1, Richard J. "The intermediate Grades, Reading Program! Questions

'Teachers and Principals Ask." 49(Map., 1972), 364-368.
Presents, questions which reflect the major concerns about reading expressed

by teachers end nriacipAls. DiseussiOn intended to'snppiy guidelines for
evaluating and improving reading instruction in gradesjour, five, and
six follows each -- question.

Public A School libraries

General

363. ''FREEMAN, John. "School, Ll

- 803-804.

dia Center." 53(Oct. 1976),

Contends that school libraries have changed their function, because the
ieraing situations that surround them-have caused them to shift emphasis.

Presents twelve.ideas-for involving students, staff, and the community in the
- /devel=opment of 4 media center.

364. Izaa, Adore. "Disturbing Your gniverse. 51(Mar. 1974)-, 399r401.

Discusses the advantages of combining efforts of- school libraries with'
public libraries., Briefly describes successful projects.-

.

. 363. SMALL, Robert C., Jr4, and Kenney, Donald J. "Reading Interests and

library Organization." 52(MoVdDee. 1975), 1127-112q.,
Contends.'that 'middle school libraries should be arranged to reflect what

53
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is-4cacwn about student eading interests and book selection habits.
Suggests categorizing material by topics of interest rather than literary

gehres.

366. WILLIAMS, Dianne T. McAfee.
53(Feb. 1976),-123 -124.

"The Young Child Uses

Notes that primary'students Often,peed help finding books in the media

center. Presents a subject arrangement of picturebooks which uees-
pictures as symbols, designed to help=young:children locate books with

ease.
-

See Also:

the Media Center."

;Programs

367, CRAMER, Ward; and Dorsey, Suzanne. "Librariei Are for intellectual Fun."

49(May 1972), 772-774.
Describes the adaptatioh of library procedures to the needs of its users/

in the primary grades.: The function pf such a library is to provide:

(1)-a varied collection of books for recreational reading and extension of

individual interests; (2) materials for supplementing the school's

beginhing reading program; and. (3) a wide,sele4ion of source books which can

be used in study and elementary research.

368. MAHONEY,- Sally.' "Individualizing in the Library." 52(Mar. 1975),

346350.
Describes a library program designed to utilize "individual-I/zed reading

projects" which will assist teachers of gifted students.

369.' WICKES, Jacqueline. "A Report-on a Su er'Read-A-Lohd Program."
47(Feb. '1970), 257 -261.

Describes a:pro ect which Sought to bring books tora ghetto community.

significant feature of this program was that fifth grade students of a

local elementary school had organized the project, secured the books, and

read the selections to young children. The program was deemed a success.



SECTION III: 'THE STUDENT AS A

Environmenta

Parental and Home Influence

Factors

ADER

370. ALLEN, James E., Jr. "The Right To Read - Target11.6 the 70's." 47(Ap

1970)-, 487-492.
Sets the goal-of assuring that by the close of theJO'S students will be

able to read to their potentials. Includes specific steps which communities
can begin implementing in an effort to achieve this goal.

371.. LAIN,' Mary A. "The Literate Children of British Primary Schobir:".. 52(Jan.

1975), 84-87.
Contends,-that the success of the British primary schools in the area of lan-

guage arts is due to a literate environment,in which experiences and language

are closely related.

372. CRISCUOLO,:-Nicholas.P. "Involvement: Key to SucresSful Reading Programs." 47

(Mar. 1970)--_392-393.-
Discusses the trend of lay citizens overseeing and setting educational

policies. Expects!that this trend will continue; warns-educators not to

relinquish their professionall_eadershiproles as changes in reading,irstruction

and other eduCationaI policies are made.

55

0.

373. -CRISCUOLO, Nicholas P. "Parents: Active Partners.in the Reading rogram."

51(Se0t. 1974), 883884-.
'Suggestssix ways in which parents can contribute to a school reading program.

374. DALUOHY, Astra. "Watch and Talk.' 53(-Feb. 1976), 132-134.

Maintains that such educational programs as Sesame Street and Electrtc Com-

pany can have a positive effect on children's reading and readiness skills if

utilized properly. To assure maximum benefit from these programs, a teacher

or parent should view them with children. The viewing could be followed by

discuslion which clarifies the meaning of the episodes,. encourages inferen-

tial,thinking, and reinforces new vocabulary.

375,, HANSEN,, Harlan S. "The-Home Literary Environment - A Followrup Report."

50,(Jan. 1973), 97-98, 122.

Outlines the specific facets of the home literary. environment which

bute most,to a positive reading attitude. Describes the impliChtf

1.

'376. HOSKISSON, Kenneth. "Should snts Teach Their Children to Read?" 51 (Feb.

1974); 295 -299.

Contends that'there are advantages 1.rt having a parent teach his/her child

-to read. The-parent knows what the child has learned, the experiences the

child has -had, and his/her interests; while a teacher_lacksthis

information.

177. PIKULSKI, John J. "PareutsCan Aid: Reading Growth." 51(Sept.

897.
Contends that parents can help children 1.earntoread.

Gives severalguidelineS for parents who want to help their children at hone.

have for schools.

974), 896-
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37E. STYER, Sandra. "The Teacher as Storyteller and Parent Educator." 53(Feb.

1976), 213-215.
Regards the school's involvement with the community as imperative.
Describes a preservice program in which teacher-training students
participated in storytelling sessions - a=ttended by elementary students and

their parents. Results indicate that the program benefited all partici-

pants.

379. 7WINING, .Tames E. "The Right to Reads A Note on Controversy." .50(Jan.

1973), 61-63, 74.
Contends that most critics of the right to read mnvament are criticizing
a highly regimented educational system that lackl concern for Individual

differences, not the educational right of every'child to learn to read.

Cultur 1 Factors

General

380.* EDELSICY, Carole. "Recognizing Sex-linked Language_ ' 53(Oct. 1976), 746

752.
Reports the results of a study designed to explore two aspects of socio-

linguistic'competence: (1) to find if people can recognize and explain why

.certain language items are linguistic expressions of traits which are
socially assigned on the basis ofsex;,and (2) to plot the course-of

development of this aspect of interpretive communicative competence in
children. The research reveals that adults can identify linguistic
correlates of sex roles; children, however, are not able to do this at all

ages or with all language variables. Furthermore, the results of the

study suggest that the number of variables identified by children as

carrying sex -of- speaker meanings gradually increases with age.

38L. GitIESE, Arnold A. "Focusing on Students of Different Cultural Backgrounds
The Eskimo and Indian Pupil -.:Special Problems in Reading Comprehension."

48(Apr..1971), 229-234.'1
Discusses the problems that exist in teachinOreading comprehension to the

E4kinto and Indian pupils of Alaska. Suggests that the use of culturally-

oriented children's stories and,openended discussion of the stories will

provide a transition from concrete thinking to abstract thinking.

3 LuSON,-Mtery Jayne; and Inouye, Margaret G. "A Total involvement Reading

'FrograM." 51(Feb. 1970, 249-250, 294.
Describes a reading class at an elementary school in Hawaii where most

of the students are of Filipino background. The teachers concentrated on

'Filipino cUlture'as a common ground for success experiences. An individual-

ized multimedia reading program was developed by collecting materials frem

libraries, parents, teachers, and students..

383. NARANG, H. L. -"Improving Reading Ability of Indian Children." 51(Feb. 1974),

- 190 -192

Contends the
parent-child
self-conCept
by changing.
using media

t the environment of the Indian child, together with limited

interaction and failure in school, results in poor
The reading ability of Indian children can be impr'ved

teacher attitudes and behaviors, teaching Indian history,
and making books -,of different reading levels available.
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384. ( 'DONNELL, Holly. "ERIC/RCS Report: Cultural BiaS: A Many-Beaded Monster."

51(Feb. 1974), 181-184, 214.
Abstracts ERIC documents which explore three ways cultural bias exerts itself

- in the classroom: through ethnic stereotypes in children's books, through the
use of standardized tests based on white middle-class norms, and throughbiased
teacher attitudes.

385. WHEAT, Thomas E. "Reading and the Culturally
256, 261

Discusses the need-for success experiences in
Relates the importance of teacher and student
and reading interestsand methods.

See Also: 80.

Dialect

Diverse." 51(Feb. 1974), 251-

reading for the culturally diverse.
attitudes, readiness activities,

386. BAIJMKEL, Marilyn. "Some Pertinent Comments on Teaching Black Children to

Read." 48(Jan. 1971), 90-94.
Discusses the ideas presented by Baratz and Shuy in Teachin Black Children

to Read.. Critidizes the book's basic assumption that dialect teaching and
the use of new non-standard dialect materials alone will raise the reading

levels of black students.

387. BORDIE, John G "Language Tests and Linguistically Different Learners:
The Sad State of the Art." 47(Oct. 197D), 814-828.

Questions the validity of standard language tests as placement and diag-
nostic devices-for linguistically different children. Discusses the fol-

lowing questIons; (1) what current measuring techniques can identify
characteristics of linguistically different learners? (2) are these
teehniqueS helpful in planning instruction? (3) how can the learning
potential of linguistically different children be measured? and (4) what

are the high priority test needs? Includes a, description of twenty-nine

tests And their uses.

388. FEELEY, Joan T. "Teaching Non-English Speaking First Graders To Read."

47(Feb,91970), 199-208.
Describes attempts to teach reading non-English speaking children by super-

saturating:the child with English white disregarding his/her native language.

Introduces a new approach: reading in the native language first. Reviews

studies which have implemented this practice.

'FOWLER, Elaine D. "Black Dialect in the CIAs 5

280.
Explains the three current theoties concerning teaching"disadv taged"

speakers of nonstandard English:, (1) eradication of:dialects; (2) bidia-

leetalism: and (3) appreciation of dialect differences. Makes specific 'sag-

gesitions designed to promote the appreciation of dialect differences in

reading, spelling, grammar, and composition.

1976), 276-

390. GOODMAN, Yetta M.; and SiMs Rudine. Whose Dialect for Beginning Readers?"

51(Sept. 1974), 83784
Examines three aspects of dialect as
change what they-read to fit their .d

it pertains
alect; when

1_

to reading: children can
they do so they retain the



original meaning; and no dialect ading materials can contain all aspec

of a dialect.

391. MALKOC, Anna Maria; and Roberts, A. Hood. "NCTE/ERIC Report: Bi-Dialectalism:

A Special Report From CAL/ERIC." 4.8(Jan. 1971), 125-136.

Summarizes ERIC documents about bidialectalism, a term describing the ability

to use two dialects of the same language effectively. Documents included are

categorized as follows: general background, instruction in the language arts,

instructional materials teacher training, and bibliographies and'other

references.

392. MORGAN, Argiro Louchis. "A New Orleans Oral Language Study." 51(Feb.

1974), 222-229.
Presents a study Of dialect patterns of a group of disadvantaged children.

Findings relevant to beginning reading instruction are described.

393. O'DONNELL, Holly. "ERIC/RCS Report: Black Communicative Styles." 51(N-ov./

Dec. 1974), 1091-1095, 1113.
Contends that black communicative styles can enhance creative expression and

instill a variety of styles in our language arts. Surveys ERIC documents

which suggest ways black communicative styles can be and are used in the

classroom.

:394. PILLAR, Arlene R. "The,Teacher'end Black Dialect." 52(May 1975), 646-649.

Presents an overview of the issues concerning black dialect and its relevance

to beginning reading instruction.

395. ROBERTS, tlermese E. "Don t,Teach'Them to Read. 47(May1970), 638640.

Heartily disagrees with postponing reading instruction for black pupils who

speak a nonstandard dialect. Recommends beginning the reading program as

.early as age four or five_and using a nongraded concept wherebyan indivi-

dual can learn a task as soon as he/she is ready.

396. SMITH,Aiolly. "ERIC/RCS Report: Standard or Nonstandard: Is there an Answer.

50(Feb.'1973), 225-233, 241.
Abstracts ERIC documents related to three facets of the standard-

nonstandard dialect Ontroversy: (1) the myths and realities associated

with black English; (2) the pros and cons of demanding standard English

from all students; and (3) -programs or approaches.whlth explore language

diversity and variety in the classroom.

397: TABBERT, Russell. "Dialect Diffe.rence and the Teaching of Reading and

Spelling." 51(Nov./Dec. 1914)`, 1097-71099.

Contends that some American dialects are merging two previously distinct

sounds, "ah" and "aw" Cautions teacher4 againsterrecting this merger

in children's speech. Suggests adjusting reading' -arid spelling approaches

to include the difference -.

398. VENEZKY, Richard L.
334-345.

Attempts to answer the questi what language or 'dialect should a child

first encounter in materials u ed for teaching reading, his/her own or

a standard form? -Reviews native literacy.programs,'the dialect approach,

a standard language approach, and a-"Pommon core" method which utiliza.

"Non tandard Language and Reading. 47(Ma 1970)

0



standard English with minimal dialect and cultural differences.

Recommends emphasis on the "common core" method.

See Also: 25, 150, 208, 211.

Attitudes

Changing Attitudes

399. HAD, Mary Anne; and Gambrell, Linda R. "Children as Autho

1972), 889-393.
Explores the_ contribution of materials written by children.
annotated bibliography -of published materials which feature

efforts. These books are sources which teachers can use to

interest in reading. (B)

rs." 49(Oct.

Presents an
children's
d- elop

400. KOE, Frank T. Attitudes Toward Reeing." 52(2 # 1975), 342, 366.

Contends that teachers seldom consider the importa_ e'of students'

attitudes toward reading; as a result, many students continue through the

years with a casual attitude toward reading. Suggests-that teachers must

continually assess their own attitudes and-the attitudes of their students

in order to deal with thisjtroblem.

401. tEWIS', Claudia. "A Sudden Love of Reading." 50(May 1973),767-769.

Discusses ways teachers can share their own reading enthusiasm with

children. Suggests reading pdThions of children's autobiographies as

one means toward this end.

402. McCABE, Patrick P. "RX'
43 -44.

Recommends using personalized stories to develop more positive attitudes

toward reading. Describes the use of language-experience stories and

photographs as basic classroom reading material. Reports that interest

and enthusiasm may replace boredom and apathy.

403. MOVSHOTX, Rae S. "The Reluctant Reader." 52(Mar. 1975), 340-341..

Hypothesizes that the reluctant reader_needs exposure to literature and

the "world of boOks.."' Reports that :Use,of filmstripe and films along

with books may have ositive e,ffeO ok juttant reader's attitude

toward reading.

eading Attitude Change." 52(Jan. 1975),

404. STINRAD,Diane. "how All the Children Began to Read." __y 1976) 572-573.

\Describes the initiation and reports the results of an uninterrupted

sustained silent reading program in Teaneck, New Jersey.

405. TEWIG;:John Warren. °Tinstructional Strategies: They Can--But Do They?

(Read, that, s1)" 50(Sept. 1973), 921924, 970.

Proposes that many who read adequately still do net choose to read.

AdVoCates four ways librarians can encourage reading: (1) have

personnelIn all libraries when schoOl is in session; (2) minimize

the role as skill developerencourage browsing; (3) relax or rej

noti4s of balancing a 'child's readihg habits; and (4) get more children

invol'ed.

See Also: 2 1 205, 369, 431.
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ChanoingAttitudes Throw11222241aa

406. BARKER, Miriam L. "Books for Our Precocious -Ere -Teen Age Girls."

49(Mar. 1972), 349-351.
_

PreSents an annotated biblibgraphy for eleven-and twelve-year-old girls.
Emphasizes that these girls need wholesome books to help them understand
t:emseives and others, to expand their interests and knowledge, and to

gPelp them establish values and ideals.
(B) .

407. BARTCH, Marian. "DiVorce-Children's Literature Style." 53(May 1976),

574-576.
Finds that gdod literature-dealing with this difficult situation has been
written on all levels of Comprehension and reading ability, from primary
to young'adult. Reviews recommended books dealing with-divorce. (B)

408. CIANCIOLO, Patricia, 'Feeling Books' Develop Social and Personal '
Sensitivities." 52(Jan. 1975), 37 -42.

Contends that children need not become insensitive, unfeeling, or-unthinking.
'RecomMends the use of "feeling books" to expose children to a variety-of
emotions and feelings which may enhance their humanness and humaneness,

409. CORMAN, Cheryl. "Bibliotherapy--Insight for the Learning Handicapped

52(Oct. 1975), 935-937.
Contends that bibliotherapy is an effective method for fostering personal

growth and learning. Recommended procedures for using bibliotherapy and-

sources of useful books are provided.

410 CRAIN, Henrietta. "Basic Concepts of Death in Children's Literature."

49(Jan. 1972), 111-113.
Lists various concepts concerning death and available books that deal with

these concepts. By reading this litera ure, a child can learn about death

and begin formplating a mature,. attitude about it. (B)

411. DIETERICH, Daniel J. "ERIC/RCS Report: World Literature for World

Understanding." 50(Mar. 1973), 479-486.
Maintains that children's literature which presents an accurate and

equitable picture of people of every land can play a key role in promoting

world understanding. Surveys ERIC documents which include bibliographies,
reading 'lists, study guides, and commentaries on international education in

the elementary school,

-412. HOAGLAND, Joan. "Bibliotherapy: Aiding Children in Personality Development."

49(Mar. 1972), 3907394,
Describes the general process, procedure, and benefits of using bibliotherapy

as a way of helping children- deal with problems.

413. MANSELL,/Maureen. "Seeing the OtherPoint of View." 52(April 1975), 505-

507.
Contends that young children assume that others perceive things in the.

same manner as they _do. Gradually children learn that others view things

differently and, that these views" -are also Valid. Books and suggested,

questioning procedures are listed for development of these .concepts. (B)
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-414. MOSS, Juditk13. "Death in Children's Literature." 49(Apr. 1972), 530-532.

Discusses these sic books which might form the basis of a library shelf on-

the subject of death: (1) E. B. White's Charlotte's Webl -(2) Vera and

Bill Cleaver's Where theLilies_Bloom; (3) Vera and Bill Cleaver's

'Grover; (4) -Jean Little's Home prom _Far; (5) GunilSa B. Norris' Lilian; and

(6) Herbert S. Zim and Sonia Bleeker's Life and Death.

415. POSKANZER, Susan Cornell. "A Case for Fantasy." 52(Akr. 1975), 472-475.

Describes how the author successfully used fantasy literature to-ensourage

creativity in a class characterized by too much conformity and 'rigidity.

416. SCHULTE; Emerita Schroer. "Today's Literature for Today Children." 49

(Mar. 1972), 355-363.
Eplores some of the concerns of today's children and some of the literate Te

which'reflects these concerns. Ethnic differences, poverty, religious

differences, violence, boy.girl relationships -, and drug addiction are

discussed.- (B)

417:. SHEPHERD, Terry; and Iles,,Lynn B.. "What is Bibli_therapy? 1976),

. 569-571.
Places the concept of bibliotherapy in historical-perSpectiVe. Offers

guidelines a teacher or librarian should follow when attempting

bibliotherapy with children.

418.* TREZISE, Joan. "The Use of Realistic Fiction about the Poor,:wIth Middle

Clasp Eighth Graders." 48(Mar. 1971), 3.16-319

Describes a study in Which,34'brighti middle-class eighth graders read at

least- one -book concerned with characters who were socially or. economdcaJly

deprived,. At the end of two ,weeks, evaluations ,front theSe.students

_indicate&thatthey enjoyed the books and developed more sympathy arid

compassion toward the poor.

See Also: 109;, 125, 302, 329, 333.

Interests

419.*, ASHLEY, F. "Children's Reading Interests and Individualized Reedi '

47(Dec. 1970), 1088-10%6.
`Presents results of a study of reading interests of a representative

sample of nine hundred children in grades four through seven. Encourages

teachers to take a course in children's literature for better understanding

of each child's needs.

420. DARKATSH, Manuel. "Who Should Decide on a Book's Merit?" 51(Har, 1974),

353 -354.

,
Suggests, hat children aid in purchasing bboksbased on those they have

enjoyed. -..Choosing only those7books that-adults believe children would

enjoy is discouraged.



421, =FLEEING, James T. "Relevance Differential. Thematic_ Content
Selfselettion, of Reading fatter. 48(Uov; 1971), 833-838.,

of

-Describes a.study designed to determine whether studentsselect books

that correspond with the:r ability to read. Results showed that students

could pidk out "easy books" by their themes, but could not distinguish

hetwten an "average" book ancla. "hard" book by theme alone._

422.*- GEESLIN, Dorine E.; and Wilson, Richard C. "Effect of Reading Age on Reading

Interests." 49(May 1972), 7-5P-756.
Reports on a research study which examined =the influende:=of, a child's

reading age-on his/her choice of books. The study sought to answer two

-questions: (1) does an eight year old who is two years aCcelerated in
reading ratify the choices ofother third graders or does he/she prefer

the fevered books of fifth:graders? (2) does the twelve year old who6i,

two years retarded in reading like the books favored ,by fifth graders

better than those preferred by seventh graders' Results-of the research

Indicate no evidence that members of either chronological age group were

=more influenced by reading age than by chronological age. R

423.* CM:IFF, Patrick. "Research Critiques." 47(May 1970) 651-654.

teals-with research on children's story preferences. Findings!,bf the

study:,by Ford-Koplyay indicate a shift in children's reading:preferences

a surprising-agreement between divergent socideconomic.areaSan the'=*the

importance-of format and media in their preferences.- ,Suggest6-'that

teachers` create their own preference tests usingthe Ford-Koplyay study as

a guide. '

4

424. UNDEFtSION, Ethel. 'Young Children uss

564570-.,
ReprodUCes seven year olds' reactions to some boo-- .-
comments indicate that they. react favorably toward

knowing the adult opin n of their _quality'.

425,* KIRSCH,' Dorothy. "From Athletes to Zebr-

About' Them."' 52(Jan. 1975),.
Study reports the expressed reading interests
children from different geographic' areas oft

Children also differed it raciai,*thalc, and
ri

,

426.*- -,MASON George;E.-;-.and Blanton, W1lliet,E "StorY,Content for Begihning,

1Reading instruetion."4 48(E0v..:1971),' 793-796. .

UesCribes a study designed to idtentifrandquantify the:: reading interests

of prellool children.: ResultsTehthat pre-school children prefer

fairy talts,animai tales, storYbeekS, and books about maChines. A. large

e-Azentage ofthe ebildren,Waned to read the same: story they most liked

tc hear:

49(Ap 19 72)

read to them. Their
the books without

Wan o Read

of first-and secor4--grade
e United States. -7TheSe
socioeconothic backgrounds.

, _.

427. ROSE, Cynthia; Zime_ ara;S Lop n, GastoE. -"Content Counts: Children
=

-:- save-Preferences in Rendi n T xtboOk Stories-. " 49(San. 1972),'14-19-.
..7,

-,,,,_,,

Discusses a sttidy designed to determine.if -first grade children prefer
-,

reading textbook stories dealingW10 developmental concerns and

interests. Themes considered in''-the study were: (1) pranks- (21pranks
activities appropriate 'to seven year olds; (3) activities having'the same

ender sssociation'as the child reading the story; (4) peer interaction,-



and- (5) successful outcome stories. Results indicate that fir g aders

did prefer this reading Inacerial;_ thus, story conteht has an impact on. the

approach to reading.

42 TIBBETTS, La -Lee. "Research' in Children's Literature:

,Standarol. 3d Procedures ".-- 52CApr. 1975). 503-504.
Reports .that_tomparison bet4aan studies of children's reading interests is,

an impossibility until -the, methods ,:.,lot. investigation are more-

atandardized. Describesn
m

e T current methods for investigating

reading,ineerests. ,.

A Need for:

A29.* WIBERG, John L. ; and ,T-11,

First Grade FriMers
- First Gfade Stm5(e#

a check-out frecillet0'
read and the. no:Mb

indicate a marked dis 3

in -library selections..-

classrooms have inappropi_

tools for `teaching re
.

klso: 146, 158,- 176.

Motivation-

430. HARDY, "Dona W.

866-867, 677. :

Describes a classr6om- g.
individualization for t

_

praise, student resnoms

. Y

n "A Comparison e een the-Conte of

Choice /Librar -ions Made by
47 p L -----1970) ,- 792-798. ---

,60oics pc, keep a compak,te

i .they were Checked c).1
etfreen primer content ,and pference
:Lades that the ririperes.. currePe'l

content.4,:wh .. ii Ne)i--'rein' 'in usefulness
-.

as

ding: A' Suggested 'En vi ronment .(` _51 (Sep 1974) ,

ttosphete thatenctrurages' self.motivatpn- and k

he puPiL.,'="The-*evirtitment should- be, lifised upon

ibility, peer aid, and teaonable expeotatioi.

411 JOHNSON, William. "BOOW-for Sale." 49(re6. 1972) 233-234.

'Suggasts various methods for encouraging children to read-in
to the traditional written book repont.

432. L, Robert ?., Jr. "Canes in Class:

3927394. /

geSts4hat the addition of proprerly constructed games _to the

= high School language class\ can, be a unique motivational device.

Simplicity should be the n'ajor guideline forlgam design.

and Learning

433. MILLER,- Winifred, "DragonS
1

--Fact or tpntasy?1 52(Apr. 1975), 582585

Describes A classroom project centered around; students becomik sel -
:-\

motivated ,and4;esponsible for the Manner in w ich they es(htheir time
rberesult -was that they "were better able to theirlwork habitS,

WAS the subject Wised:.and accomplishments. "Dragons :' Fact and Pan

as a vehicle to ml-tivate interest. (I)

434. ()BLAND, Norine. "Teaching Childre Literature: From the Poi

of the Reader." 49(Nov. 1972) , 993-995.

Maintains that if the purpose for teaching children' literature to

introduce readers to'bdoks to which they can rspead and to encourage
self-directed reading, then the responsiblity for, onsidering the reade_

point of view is clearly evident.
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SON, Carmen C. "A Thirst Aft
9

hooks." 51(1`i : °. 1974 ), 345-347.

Stresses the importance of providing _books for,children that,offer
experieaces=to be,.rerneinbered long after the bookS' are read. `'.pocks-dealing

with universal emotions,snd those that provide sensory hnpreS4ionS are of

this type. (B)

rn Affects a Llterary,Happening." 52(0

Describes a project motivate children-to read. Reveals that children'
lir:trite stories are those that have been viewed either on television or

in the ,.theater. Concludes that the media:area strorgAnotivating factor
,

inducing childr=en to read quality books.

SFEWNATO: Nicholas 'Cause: ,Project L
Readers.", 51(Sept. 1974), 880-882.

Describes. the organizattonand success of
n PennsylvaniaChildren were to "sell"

pro ects and activities. _

cC;-

Also: 243.
Set Con ~opt

ary Fair. Effect:

a county-wide literary fa
their favorite books throu

438 EDWARDS, Beverly Sigler.
_

.e-Therapeuti Value of Reading
213218.

Describes the interdependence of reading and self-concept

of thiclea for education.

EN EL, o-alincL-'-%iteratu_rapevelops Childre-

Dec,1976),'892-098.
Coatehds that '.` image readinss"'begins:at bir_ and,involVes'all the actions

and inteiactiOms, b'tween chdldren'and Members OE their elivironment.
,

Stresses

the importance of,d0elpplatpositIve self-images 'in children. DdscosSes - .-

the *Ole of literatarelJn Tosteriasiciveseif-ii*ges in chi3dren.

" 2+9 (Feb. 1972),

rnFd the implirtions

/

HARVEY,? Robert. C'.; and Denhy,,42.oherr V.- ,"NCTEA:tIC Reports Life at an Early

Age:''Noutishing-Self-Oonaepti!in'the Classroom " 47(Nov, 1970), 993 -

10 ©1.'

Describes ERIC doe me is 'elating
are arranged accordirfig to 6/110wing=categqiidS: ync,!/irlstlimi the aelf-

concept, ,seeing the self ia boo/fcS,' building hunah relations, and,slipplemeh
i/

bibliography._

the Prohlembf SeLf7-image. Abstracts

LAPP-,' Liane and P:ram,Ralpf/4 "The` Neglected
Contends that some studenti.lae withdrraLng fron
of self -identity? in the clesS oom.-As a solution,,/,.

sugge t imp).enenting;,an eclectic, process -centeredS' ''t '1/

.. :

based on individualflanguagdeveldpment through pe
,,,,

' q ' /

EdWfird E.i-and ATth, Alfred A. "Read

Riddlie71/8chool:Ci/irriCiitum." 52(Mar. 1975),'32
4/_

Contends that the Child is in constArtt

and a feeling 'of belonging and security .in school.
//

ry

" 5 (Jar 1975), 45-
jety because `of a ,Ioss
this problem the aut ors

language arts curciculan
rsonal experience.,

anguard of .Ionian

earth for an identity
Suggests methods for



erdancin self-concept and group security
systematic reading instruction, content z
basic skills development.

443 PUINCY, Alpha. "Freedom to Read." ''53(Apr. 1976), 410-413, 427.
Explores the problems of racism and sexism in children's literature.
Rather than censorship, recommends-balancing points of view dirough the
use of a broad range of books.,,,CoJcludes that teachers must be sensitive

,
to thee self-concepts ofall children and must choose reading materials

ordingly.
ii

:EGER, Arlene A. "Improving Self-Concepts for Reading Underachic -rs."
52(4ar. 1975), 364-366. = -

uggests a program to assist underachievIng students in developing a more
positive self-concept. Students do as much grade-level work as possible by
working in paii6 with more advanced students, working on listening lessons,

inforcing,content area skit s, and learning key word study skills.
ntends that students form good, self-concepts through individual and

01113 comPe r-1

Roseazty. ERIC/RCS Report. Childre

mrough Books." 51(.1ar. 1974), 410 -414
i-

ds that t ffective development of children-can be enhanced through
Lists several books and bibliographies to aid teachers in t*ir

selection of affect-Z(1.e children's literature. (B)
J),

development in the areas of
personalized reading; and


